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'Rosie the Riveter'
star dead at age 77
CLARKSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Rose Will Monroe, whose highprofile role as "Rosie the Riveter" in promotional films and on
posters pushed women to take
jobs during World War II, has
died. She was 77.
Ms Monroe, who died Saturday, was working as a riveter
building B-29 and B-24 military
airplanes at the Willow Run Aircraft Factory in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
when she was asked to star in
a promotional film about the
war effort. She was also featured in posters.
The role became synonymous with thousands of women
who took defense industry jobs,
working factory positions usually held by men.
''They found Rose and she
was a riveter and she was the
one who fit the profile for the
'Rosie the Riveter' song," her
daughter Vickie Jarvis said
Sunday. "So she happened to
be in the right place at the right
time and was chosen to be in
some of these films.Ms. Monroe was born in
Kentucky's Pulaski County and
moved to Michigan during the
war.
The Encyclopedia of American Economic History credited
the -Rosie the Riveter" movement with helping push the
number of working women to
20 million in four years of war,
a 57 percent jump from 1940.
Unlike many "Rosies" who
returned to the kitchen after the
war, Ms. Monroe kept working.
She drove a taxi, operated a
beauty shop and started her
own home construction firm in
Indiana called Rose Builders.
Ms. Monroe's other
daughter, Connie Gibson, recalled going with her mother to
see the Goldie Hawn movie
"Swing Shift," about a woman
working alongside men in a
munitions factory during wartime. In one scene, a man
asked a female colleague to
get a left-handed wrench.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of afternoon
showers. High 70 to 75. North
wind around 5 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
55 to 60. Light northwest wind.
Tuesday...Partly cloudy and
not as cool. High 75 to 80.
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Patton big
winner as
power grows
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton's powers seem
te be growing daily, and he
emerged a big winner in the just
concluded special session while
Senate Republicans were the losers, according to two key Democratic lawmakers.
"When Gov. Patton rolls up
his sleeves, you'd better watch
out," Senate President Pro Tern
Walter Blevins said on WLEX18's "Your Government," to be
broadcast Tuesday on Kentucky
Educational Television.
Blevins said the Senate Republicans missed a golden opportunity to get more concession on
the edueation issue because they
wanted to weaken the Democratic
governor.
The Democrats scuffled with
the governor during the session
that ended Friday over the issue
of community college governance
but now seem to let bygone be
bygones:
"If the governor continues .to
win, he's probably going to be

If the governor continues to win, he's probably going to be the
strongest governor this
state has ever had."
Walter Blevins

"

the strongest governor this state
has ever had," Blevins said, referring to Patton's earlier specialsession triumph on workers'
compensation.

Pruitt targets hog farming

Sen. Ernesto Scorsone of Lexington who introduced a competing education amendment also
gave the governor kudos on the
victory.
"I think we've got a strong
governor. He's getting stronger
by the day," he said.
• See Page 2

CLINTON, Ky. (AP) --- Hickman County Judge-Executive
Greg Pruitt fired a shot at the hog
industry, ordering the county attorney to draft an ordinance restricting hog fanning that can
withstand legal challenges.
"The big question is, what can
you do short of a zoning ordinance that will hold up in
court?'' Pruitt said at a Thursda.v

meeting of the fiscal court. "The
fiscal court is nowhere near passing a zoning ordinance."
Controversy over the hog industry erupted in March after
Mayfield businessman Kenneth
Buckman received a state permit
to build a hog-waste holding
pond for a 5,760-sow farrowing
facility in Hickman County two
iiiilcs wcst of Duhho. Oppon,:rits

have appealed the permit
In a letter to Pruitt, kikkiii;i1
said he would build a inasoiwn.
of 10 sow units. 1-1(/Ili licucc
prospective locations Buckiii,:[
supplied, Pruitt ...alculatc,I that
sow facilities plus :hcir tccow:
114
nurseries and 11111

• Sec Page 2

C.U.B.S. will

serve as rural
model for nation

By JIM ABRAMS

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawyers for President Clinton and

One local organization has
been selected as the nation's only
rural site for community
collaboration.
Through the aid of the Calloway United Benevolent Service
(C.U.B.S.), Calloway County has
been selected as a rural site for
the Community Partnership for
Protecting Children program,
sponsored by The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation.
The Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation was established in the
1950s by Avon founder David
Hall McConnell.
For the past 20 years, the
Foundation's Program for Children has worked to strengthen the
nation's child welfare system in
an effort to improve the lives of
children and families.
Helping children has been a
main focus of the C.U.B.S. organization since its inception in
June 1995.

Paula Jones say they are nowhere
close to a settlement, increasing

the possibility of a public trial on
her charge he sexually harassed
her six years ago.
Clinton's lawyer, Robert Bennett, said Sunday that Clinton
was ready to give Jones her day
in court and told CNN's "Late
Edition" that "when all the
questions are answered, the president of the United States will not
be embarrassed. I believe Paula
Jones will be."
Bennett warned that he would
make an issue of Jones' private
life if her lawyers try to expand
the case into an expose of Clinton's sexual past. At the same
time, he proposed settling the
matter with a charitable donation
made in Jones' name.

•See Page 2
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Senate president pro tern

Clinton,
Jones seem
headed for
court trial

Jones' attorneys, Gilbert Davis
and Joseph Cammarata, also were
combative. "She's had her reputation held in abeyance now for
three years," Davis said on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
"Frankly, the time has come to
move this case forward."
The attorneys said they now
arc recommending to Jones that
she seek compensation from
Clinton as well as demanding that
he acknowledge, and apologize
for:. his alleged sexual advances
in an Arkansas hotel room in
1991.
Jones has said she does not
want to profit from the case, but
Davis said she is entitled to compensation and "in negotiations
sometimes the price of poker
goes Op."
The White House would not
comment on the Jones case
Sunday.

BERNARD

A FRIENDLY WALK: Melissa Richardson and Angela Johnson take advantage of a break in the tdi;
weather to enjoy a walk together on Plus Five Road In Lynn Grove.

More than 140 service agencies
have been brought together under

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

NO LIFE TO GUARD: Sara Williams, a lifeguard at the city pool
In the Murray-Calloway County Park, cleans the pool Sunday afternoon. Pool manager Mike Sykes said that pool attendance is down
because of the cool, wet weather

the umbrella of C.U.B.S. to help
children and families in crisis
situations.
"The foundation has been very
interested in the public child protection system," said Donna
Herndon, chairwoman for
C.U.B.S. and director of the Calloway County Family Resource
Center.

"This is one oppor
tunity or challenge to
mobilize community resources ir a positive
itional and
way with
.3upport

state-wid

Donna

.erndon

Charrworm-

'or CUBS

"We were selected

Hirai

site by the Clark Foundatl.iii he
cause of C.L.B.S Thc‘
looking for a coninooncnt
community resource, and olla
horation. That ha:, been estahlished in Murray and Callowa
County."
Herndon said the ..lcsioation
will he a help to many local

age topped out at 84 degrees on
May 16 and two days later hit the
month's low at 33 degrees.
Kentucky's record low was set
80 years ago with a May average
of just under 57 degrees.
May 1997 inched toward rain

records in many parts of the state
as well.
Lexington saw its fifth wettest
May since weather statistics were
first recorded in 1872. According
to the National Weather Service,
8.85 inches of rain fell in Lexington, an amount 4.38 inches above

•N
.
.t• 5

'They want to facilitate a part
nership with community 'stake
holders' that will eN.critually re
suit in collective responsibili
tics," Herndon explained. "This is
especially timely because of welfare reform. There are many addi
tional stresse: on the family unit
in today's society, especially in
single-parent families.-

See Page 2

Kentucky logs second coldest stretch
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky endured its second coldest May in 125 years last month.
The average temperature for
the state was 58 degrees, six degrees below normal for this time
of year, according to the National
Weather Service. The state aver-

•

,U01111al.

Louisville's rainfall was 6.99
inches above normal, with halt
the days recording at least .01 inches of rainfall. And Paducah had
7.86 inches of rainfall, 3.06 inches above normal.
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Albright opens Bosnia-Croatia bridge

•C.U.B.S....
FROM PAGE 1

noted. "It's a liule overwhelming
sometimes to think that the model
being developed in Calloway
County is the model they (the
foundation) hope will be formed
throughout the nation."
To help begin the local program, organizers have developed a
needs survey that Herndon hopes
will provide them with some
answers.

are more likely to be abused.
We've got to anticipate and be
The Community Partnership
prepared to deal with stressed
for Protecting Children program
families."
is a multi-year project sponsored
Herndon said the Clark Foundby the Clark Foundation. ation is an example of what the
One of the project's first rural
C.U.B.S. organization strives to
sites, appeared in Louisville.
accomplish.
A press release on the Louis"I think people have become
ville project said organizers devebetter informed because of
loped three statements to characC.U.B.S.," she explained. "When
terize the collective intentions
everybody
pulls together, that's
"We've gotten about a 23 perand direction of the program.
community collaboration. One
cent response rate from our
Those three statements were
thing I have observed with
surveys so far," said Herndon.
vision, mission and outcomes.
C.U.B.S. is that once people
Herndon said the foundation's "This is going to provide a lot of work
together, they can see it.
factual information to help us
Community Partnership program
"This helps avoid burnout promobilize needed resources and to
focuses on four primary areas.
fessionally, serves—needs more eftarget areas that parents consider
They include the poor, the elfectively and gives people hope.
sources of stress.
derly, children and the developThis approach is not designed to
"One thing that I think we can foster
ing world. The Calloway program
long-term dependence. It's
all acknowledge is that when pawill become a national model.
designed to help families move
"We (Murray) are the only
rents are placed under more stress from where
they are to where
rural site in the nation," Herndon
than they can deal with, children they hope
to be."
A steering committee for the
•
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Community Partnership program
I'
go
'I would like to invite and welcome you as a patient .
•
is currently preparing for the prochiroprac•
.
:0
1 My goal is to make you healthy through
U'
1•
•
ject's
beginning, said Herndon.
•• tic. I strive to maintain the highest level ofintegrity
•,..:
"This is one opportunity or
health
patients
to
my
commitment
Ccss and personal
challenge to mobilize community
l:
care needs.
1..
6
resources in a positive way with
... national and state-wide
es For an appointment call 759-8000
support,"
she said. "This is definitely a
:a: D.
work in progress."
...
Caring for all you Chiropractic needs
I'
in:
:
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Scott Foster, D.C.

.
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1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

Blevins said GOP senators
could have won more significant
changes in the bill if they had
"worked with the Democrats
who were willing to listen to
them," such as those who joined
in a leadership coup earlier this
year. Instead, they nitpicked the
bill, he said.
"Many of their people tended

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489
• rr

to look at it as a political opportunity, maybe, to hurt the governor — a political opportunity,
maybe, to help themselves to
some extent," Blevins said. "But
I think the governor outsmarted
them in that he was able to pick
up several Republicans on the
issue."
Senate GOP Leader Dan Kelly
said in a telephone interview that
Republican senators improved the
bill with 15 amendments that sur-
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CAPITAL SEEKERS,INC.

vived in the House but couldn't
find common ground with Democrats, because Patton was "pretty
insistent that his major points
were going to survive."
Blevins, of. Sandy Hook, cast a
pivotal and dramatic vote Thursday night for Scorsone's amendment to let the University of Kentucky keep day-to-day management, of 13 community colleges.
A conference committee appointed partly by Blevins axed
the amendment, and the bill
passed Friday virtually as Patton
wanted it.
Blevins, who as a Senate
leader votes on committee assignments, said he stopped fighting
for Scorsone's amendment because the House voted by a wide
margin Friday to reject it.
In the end, eight of 18 Republican senators voted for the bill,
but none of their leaders did.

CALL 1-800-669-895T TODAY!

FROM PAGE 1
In an interview in the edition
of Newsweek on newsstands
Monday, Jones said she is determined to continue her battle.
"I'm not giving up," she said.
"I want him to admit what he
did."
Jones first .made her charges
three years ago, but the chances
of a trial only became real last
week after the supreme Court rejected Clinton's argument that a
sitting president should not be
subjected to civil lawsuits when
they concern matters outside his
official duties. Clinton was governor of Arkansas when the alleged incident occurred.
There was much conjecture after the high court ruling that the
two sides would move quickly
toward a settlement, but that
didn't appear likely from Sunday's statements.
Bennett said on NBC that he
had talked to Clinton the previous
night and was told to "tell the
American people that this did not
happen in any manner, shape or
form as alleged in this malicious
complaint."
He said that Clinton would not
agree to any settlement where he
had to apologize for, or admit to,
actions that did not happen, or to
any financial payment that suggested he had done something
wrong.
"Then I guess we are going to
try the case," Cammarata said on
CBS' Tace the Nation."
If the case does go to trial,
Cammarata and Davis said, they
arc prepared to submit testimony
to show that Clinton had a history
of sexual impropriety. "It's a
prOcess that we would be looking
at the relationships that President
Clinton has had with other wo-

barns in (Buckman's) plan, but
we had no idea that his plans
were this sweeping in nature,"
she said.
The issue is complex, and

would mean that in 10 years,
nearly 570,000 hogs would be
concentrated in Hickman, Fulton,
Carlisle, Ballard and Graves
Hickman County 'officials said
counties.
Several people from outside they want to find the best soluHickman County, including a del- tion for their constituents. "Most
egation from the Calloway Hickman County residents realize
County Association of Concerned this is a very complicated issue,"
Citizens, voiced their concerns at Pruitt said. "It's an issue that
the fiscal court meeting. Kathy could carry over to the chicken
Lyons, spokeswoman for the Cal- industry" or other farm livestock.
loway County group, said she "We don't want to harm other
was shocked at the size of Buck- farming efforts.".
He said the fiscal court must
man's proposal.
"We had heard rumors that not make mistakes that could
there might be as many as 146 harm farmers or the environment.

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
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men," Cammarata said.
They also said they had an affidavit from Jones in which she
claims to identify a distinguishing characteristic on Clinton's
genital area.
Bennett said that if Jones' attorneys turn the case into a study
of Clinton's sexual past, Jones'
sexual history would be fair
game. "If Paula Jones insists on
having her day in court and her
trial and she really wants to put
her reputation at issue, as we
hear, we are prepared to do it."
Bennett also said he would go
to the Supreme Court before allowing the president to be subjected to a physical exam to corroborate Jones' assertions on a
distinguishing mark.
"I would not permit the president of the United States to be
humiliated in the face of the
world," he said.
Bennett said the new demands
for damages proved that the case,
despite Jones' insistence that
she's not interested in financial
reward, "has always been about
money, and it has always been
about politics, and Paula Jones
and her counsel are prepared to
try to humiliate the president of
the United States and hurt this
country for the almighty buck."
But he said he was ready to
talk about a deal where the president donated money to a charity
in Jones' name. "I think that if
she agreed to have us give a
$600,000 or S700,000 contribution to a charity, I think I might
very well recommend that," he
said.

Give me one good reason

Saturday
June 7

(I coupon per order)

he said.
Hans Silajdzic, a Muslim former prime minister, said the
"success of this endeavor will be
measured by the number of people who return to their homes."
In a fast-paced weekend, first
in Croatia, then Serbia, finally
Bosnia, Albright insisted on the
right of refugees to return to their
homes under the Dayton peace
accord and the arrest of war
crimes suspects indicted by an international tribunal in The Hague.
"Make no mistake," Albright
said, "a price will be paid for the
atrocities (that occurred) here.
Until it is paid by those who perpetrated the crimes, it will be
paid by those who protect them."
Serbia, largely blamed for the
war, already is the target of some
U.N. economic sanctions, and
neither Croatia not Serbia receive
U.S. aid. Albright is threatening
further punishment including action by the United States to stop
international credits to both countries unless they honor promises
they made in stopping the war.
The outline of Albright's protective vest was apparent at times
Saturday and again Sunday at the
bridge ceremony. That she wore
it in this tense setting was quietly
confirmed by American officials.
One security guard carried a
submachine gun and kept a careful eye on the river below during
Sunday's ceremony. The usual
complement of agents watched
for trouble at the bridge. Armored cars with mounted machine guns protected Albright's
motorcade along the road to the
bridge.

•Clinton, Jones...
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II Patton...
FROM PAGE 1

•Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

we are trying to avoid and the future we are trying to build," Albright said. People were beaten,
tortured and raped in Brcko, "in
our time and on our generation's
watch. The best hope for the victims is to see justice done."
Croatian President Franjo
Tudjirian surprised Albright on
Saturday by agreeing to reopen
the bridge, the only positive development in an otherwise confrontational meeting between the
two.
Without a way across the Sava
River at Brcko, the Bosnians living there were trapped, Albright
said. "We are here to change
that," she declared on a bright,
sunny day, as Croatian and Bosnian Serb, Croat and Muslim
leaders stood behind' her.
Just a few miles away, and for
vast stretches of this war-ravaged
land, wrecked shells of houses
that had been inhabited by mostly
Muslim families bear witness to
ethnic hatred that still plagues the
Balkans despite a U.S.-sponsored
1995 peace agreement that ended
the fighting.
Bosnia's ruling Muslim party
is refusing to participate in September's local elections in Brcko
without international guarantees
that its administration will be
multiethnic.
In a conciliatory statement,
Croatia's prime minister, Zlatko
Matesa, said his government is
committed to "the full- implementation" of the Dayton accords. "The moment has come
for the economic reconstruction
to begin and for the refugees to
begin to return to their homes,",

BRCKO, Bosnia (AP) — Restoring Bosnia's main link with
Western Europe, Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright opened
the Brcko bridge to Croatia. She
called the occasion a turning
point away from ethnic violence.
"Families on both sides of the
frontier will be able to live normal lives," said Albright, who
wore a bulletproof vest to the
event. "For the Bosnian people,
the road is literally and symbolically a road to Europe."
Some of the worst violence of
the 3% -yearlong Bosnia war that
killed 200,000 people occurred in
the Brcko area, as Bosnian Serbs
drove out Croats and Muslims
and took over their houses.
The northern Bosnia town, site
of a narrow corridor linking the
two parts of the Serb half of Bosnia, remains in dispute but is controlled by Bosnian Serbs.
A few hours after Albright left,
civilian cars were to begin crossing into Croatia from the Bosnian
Serb republic to resume travel
and eventually commerce. A railroad line on the Croatia side
would take Serbs and Croats as
far as Paris.
The bridge "stands for the past
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Official defends attempt to deport two western Kentucky doctors
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
Immigration and Naturalization
Service official has defended an
effort to deport two western Kentucky doctors to Canada, saying
the agency was trying to do its
job.
Drs. David Zetter and Sabina
Seitz have not practiced medicine
since May 21 because of INS
regulations forbidding them from
working until the issue is resolved. Their supporters have held
rallies and circulated petitions to

defend the couple and criticize
the federal agency.
The doctors, who are married,
were recruited from Alberta, Canada, in 1995 by Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital in Mayfield. Zetter operates a clinic in
Arlington and is the only physician in Carlisle County. Ms. Seitz
is a general practitioner with an
office in Mayfield.
John B.Z. Caplinger, district
director of the INS office in New
Orleans, defended the agency's

action in a letter to The Paducah
Sun. He said the agency is
"charged with an immense task,
and we strive to do our jobs professionally and with compassion
for those we save."
Caplinger wrote that Zetter and
Ms. Seitz did not follow the rules
and procedures established by the
Immigration and Nationality Act.
"Theirs is not merely a 'paperwork issue,' but rather one that
involves evasion of the law —
people simply cannot gain entry

into the U.S. by telling INS inspectors that they are nonimmigrants when they are really
coming to live and work, and
then file to become residents,"
he wrote.
"Misrepresentation of a material fact constitutes a violation of
the immigration laws enacted by
Congress."
Zetter and Ms. Seitz first ran
into trouble with the INS when
their attorney at the time advised
them to enter the t [Hied States

France's Chirac forced to share power
PARIS (AP) — With elections
tilting France to the left, conservative President Jacques Chirac
was forced today to hand the
prime minister's post to the Socialist leader who vowed to ease
Chirac's austerity measures.
Profiting from voter anger over
record 12.8 percent unemployment and a colossal miscalculation by Chirac to call early elections, leftist parties scored stunning victories in parliamentary
voting Sunday.
Chirac appointed Socialist
leader Lionel Jospin two hours
after the resignation of conservative Prime Minister Alain Juppe,
who had promised to step down
after the left's surprise success in
first-round voting.

today.
"The French elected us to succeed, but they also know the road
will be difficult," Daniel
Vaillant, the Socialist Party's No.
2 leader, said today.
Jospin, 59, led a campaign that
vilified Juppe and Chirac for
budget cuts aimed aimed at letting France qualify for the euro.
The Europe-wide currency, designed to make the continent
more of an economic powerhouse, is planned for 1999.
But Jospin also favors the
European currency. And it's unclear how he would cut France's
budget deficit, as required for integration, and still deliver on
promises to create 700,000 youth
jobs and cut the work week from
.39 to 35 hours while maintaining
A jubilant Jospin, speaking to ' the same pay.
reporters after meeting with
Chirac at the presidential palace,
Jospin has his hands full in
said his meeting was "excellent" forming a diverse leftist coalition
and that would form a new gov-• that can keep his promises. Josernment "quickly, within the
pin and Communist leader Robert
week."
Hue, whose support he will likely
Jospin's party and its leftist
need, have not always agreed on
allies have enough seats to form a
policy.
parliamentary majority, and
The French stock market
therefore govern in "cohabita- opened sharply lower today, on
tion" with the Chirac.
fears the left's slowdown of eco"Merci Lionel!" chanted Josnomic reform could hurt the ecopin supporters who gathered at a
nomy. The CAC 40 index
mansion in Paris' Left Bank, dropped 2.4 percent.
where they waved their party's
The franc, however, remained
symbolic red roses. Outside, hun-' stable as the financial world took
dreds more tied up traffic as they
a wait-and-see attitude toward
danced in the rain before dawn
what Jospin.. would do with

France's drive to qualify for the
euro.
The Socialists won 252 seats in
the 577-member National Assembly, the Communists 38, independent leftists panics 16 and
the ecologists seven. The former
governing center-right coalition
won 243 seats. Independent conservative parties won 14 seats.
"We were unable to convince
the French that we were going in
the right direction," Juppe conceded Sunday-.
National Front leader JeanMarie Le Pen, whose party
played spoiler by drawing votes
away from the center-right, called
for Chirac's resignation. "He
should give his office back to the
people who elected him," Le Pen
said.
Chirac dissolved the National
Assembly last month and called
elections 10 months early, gambling that the French would grant
him a mandate to continue his
reforms.
Now he must govern in "cohabitation" until the next scheduled
elections in 2002, unless he calls
for another vote and the right has
more success. But he must wait
at least a year to call another
election.
"I'd just like to thank President Jacques Chirac — he lost his
bet," Socialist supporter Louis
Alexis said at the Left Bank
celebration.

France's new prime minister
and parliament will still be limited by a powerful presidency,
however.
The president controls defense
and foreign policy, and can
thwart an opposition majority's
domestic programs by blocking
government decrees and slowing
down legislation.
Jospin must keep in mind that
the electorate jettisoned the conservatives only two years after it
chose Chirac for president by
millions of votes.
"Juppe didn't follow his promises," said Eugene Lowepre, a
56-year-old salesman who voted
for Chirac but came to erecent
Jospin campaign stop. "If Jospin
doesn't make things better, we'll
find someone else."
French youth, also a major
constituency for Chirac in his
1995 win over Jospin, have been
hardest-hit by the record unemployment and appeared to turn on
Chirac in the legislative
elections.
Victories by Jospin in France
and liberal leader Tony Blair in
England suggest that Europe is
shifting gradually toward the
center-left.
That could signal trouble for
the cure, plans, or at least mean
that the European Union might
ease requirements for the euro,
which would replace the German
mark as the continent's dominant
currency.

Number of honeybee keepers grows
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
There is finally some good news
about honeybees, whose numbers
nationwide have been reduced
drastically. In Tennessee, the
number of hives and beekeepers
is growing for the first time in
years.
That's beta
farmers, needing bees to pollinate their crops,
have begun raising their own.
John Skinner, an apiculturist
with the University of Tennessee
Agriculture Extension Service,
said the number of new beekeepers is encouraging.
"We saw a mass exodus at one
point. A lot of the older beekeepI/LIR/LILY
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ers who were doing it for the
honey and as a hobby have gotten
out," he said.
"Now we see more younger
people, and they're becoming
beekeepers for pollination more
than anything else. That's nothing but good."
Tennessee agriculture officials
say hundreds of hives were lost
during the winter and summer of
1996 to infestations from mites.
Almost all of Tennessee's wild
bee population has been killed in
recent years, just as it has in most
other states.
Without bees to pollinate fruits
and vegetables, crop production
can fall off. And with yields
down, prices for such everyday
staples as apples, peaches and cucumbers can rise.
When apple farmer Tom
Breeden in Mount Juliet near
Nashville saw only two working
bees last year during the pollination season, he looked into the

honeybee business. Now he has
five hives to pollinate his trees at
Brecdcn's Apple Orchard.
"We had to get into beekeeping. We didn't have a choice if
we're going to grow apples," he
said.
Nashville beekeeper Joe Dunn
saw five of his 10 hives destroyed by the tracheal and Varroa mites, which enter the breathing tubes of bees and feed on
their blood. The mites weaken the
bees until they die.
"This year I carried 10 hives
through the winter and now have
14," he said.
Beekeepers' success in reviving their hives comes from the
use of menthol pellets and chemically treated plastic strips to attack the mites. A new technique
involving formic acid, an ingredient in many insecticides and fumigants, is being developed by
the Environmental Protection
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Agency.
"My guess is that mites are
going to continue to be a problem. They haven't gone away,
but our beekeepers have a better
handle on treatment," said state
apiarist Gray Haun.
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of the planned deportation of Zetter and Ms. Seitz. That means the
INS may not take final action
against the physicians until the
subcommittee reviesAs the case.

on a temporary work visa and
then quickly request permission
to stay.
The doctors and 'their new attorney conceded that a technical
violation of immigration law was
made but stressed that it was
unintentional.
"Had the doctors followed the
law and regulations, they could
have applied for an immigrant
visa at the American Embassy in
Canada and entered the U.S. legally," Caplinger wrote in his
letter.
"We cannot overlook their violation just because residents of
the community think they are
nice people."
Attempts to reach Zetter and
Ms. Seitz, were unsuccessful.
Last month, Sen. Wendell
Ford, D-Ky.. introduced a private
relief bill, a rarely used device in
which a member of Congress
may have the usual immigration
procedures bypassed in extraordinary cases.
At Ford's urging,' Sen. Spencer
Abraham, R-Mich., chairman of
the Senate Immigration Subcommittee, asked the INS for a report
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Pilot program helps
elderly with legal aid
By LAURIE ASSEO
As,ociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Finding the right lawyer at a reasonable
cosI can be daunting, particularly for older people unaccustomed to
dealing with legal matters.
But the answer may be as simple as looking in the Yellow Pages,
under a pilot program begun in parts of four states by the American
Association of Retired Persons.
In 48 coriimunities in New York, Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin„ithe senior citizens' group has lined up lawyers willing to offer
their services at a discount to AARP members. After their credentialm are checked, the attorneys are listed in the Yellow Pages as
part of the AARP Legal Services Network.
"Sixty percent of older people who could benefit from use of a
lawyer don't use them," says Wayne Moore, head of the AARP's
legal advocacy group.
One-fourth of people 65 and older have no will, according to an
AARP survey. Three-fourths have not signed documents authorizing other people to handle their finances if they become
Incapacitated.

"Lnless you have your own lawyer, people don't necessarily
know how to find a lawyer," Moore said. Also, he said, "they are
afraid they cost too much."
Lawyers in the network will give AARP members a half-hour of
free legal advice. They will provide some services at a flat rate,
including a simple will for $50 and a document granting power of
attorney for $35.
Participating lawyers will do more complicated legal work at 20
percent below their regular rates.
"Otten in just 10 or 15 minutes 1 can significantly help somebody out," said Chicago lawyer Nancy Franks-Straus. The vast majority of her calls,,have been from women, and about a third go
beyond the free consultation to paid legal work.
".I feel that I'm helping women who are alone and have been
widov.ed in doing something they may be uncomfortable in' doing
because their spouse has handled that for the last 35 to 40 years,"
Franks-Straus said.
William E. Mariano of White Plains, N.Y., said he does not limit
the first free conference to a half-hour.
"As we get into Wills you get into issues of who's going to survive who and relationships with children. These are not simple
issues, and they can't just be brushed aside," he said.
"Lltimately your goal is to help these.people firiti for living the
reminder of their life," Mariano said. "You're back to what the
law is. which is a helping profession."
The network includes 163 lawyers in the four states, all screened
hy AARP. They must have at least four years of legal experience in
their areas of expertise, have malpractice insurance and be in good
:Landing with their local bar association.
Lawyers seeking to join the network .are interviewed and have
their offices inspected. A lawyer's office must be accessible to the
disabled. or the lawyer must be willing to make home visits.
17,01 network lawyer must pay a fee of 51,200 or more to finance the Yellow Pages ad and a computerized information service
on providing legal help to the elderly..
Moore said AARP is not endorsing the lawyers, but "we go
through the process of choosing a lawyer that you would do.if you
had the time."
Allan Bogutz, a Tucson, Ariz., lawyer and former president of
the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, said the AARP.listing sounds like an endorsement to hint)
Bogutz said AARP seems to have planned its program conscientiously, but he worries that other groups may set up similar legal
networks that do not measure up.
"Can we be sure they're going to provide the same type of quality control?" Bogutz said.
Chicago lawyer Marc J. Lane said he joined the network to help
older people who need updated wills or changes in their estate
planning to reflect changes in tax law.
"It requires a lot of time, a lot of patience and sensitivity, but
when you get done you've done something worthwhile," Lane
said.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah). or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express -their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing'letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters Most be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not he
more than 500 trords. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Old-line Republicans win this battle
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There is a battle going on within
the Republican Party, not just nationally but in Kentucky as well.
It is a contest for the soul of
the party in a way. And it pits,
without being too simplistic, the
old-line economic conservatism
of the Grand Old Party against a
newer, more stringent ideological
activist wing.
The old-timers have won the
latest round.
The subject was higher education, not exactly one of the
party's classic topics such as
abortion. And for weeks, the debate was not exactly joined
within the Republican Party.
Tony Sholar, the etiief lobbyist
for the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, said it was largely
due to neglect. The chamber, of
course, might be called the civic
club for Republicanism of the old
school. This is Business Promotion 101.
Gov. Paul Patton, who took on
the whole education issue, enlisted the aid of business groups
early on. It was an easy and natural marriage, even for a Democratic governor who was elected
largely with the support of organized labor — the antithesis of the
GOP.
Patton was also a businessman,
a former secretary of the Economic Development Cabinet, a
governor whose primary goal is
the rather nebulous but nevertheless business-friendly notion of
raising the per capita income of
Kentuckians to the national average in 20 years.
And so, Patton stood on the
front porch of the Governor's
Mansion in the cold a few

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An

Associated Press News Analysts

months ago, surrounded by the
usual suspects of the Republican
Party, including Bill Stone, the
Jefferson County chairman of the
GOP. They all said a higher education system was good for the
state and good for business.
It makes sense, after all. In
Patton's plan, there are no tax increases and business theoretically
ends up'getting a better trained
and educated bunch of
employees.
And so business signed on. But
there was another element to the
Republican Party plan within the
General Assembly.
Through the course of the debate, there have been some hints
of the grander conspiracy that
some think is afoot in the nation
and in the ivory tower.
Rep. Kathy Hogankamp, RPaducah, said the legislature
should have to approve any private grant given to a university
before it was received. Hogankamp said she suspected some donors had ulterior motives to influence public policy. "They do
come with strings," Hogankamp
said.
Rep. Marshall Long of Shelbyville, who is a chamber of commerce Democrat, said he was
skepitcal of the conspiracy the
amendment envisioned. "I

looked through the bill and I
looked through the amendment. I
didn't see these bogeymen in it,"
said Rep. Marshall Long, DShelbyville in helping defeat the
idea.
But. in the Senate, Republicans
hold sway, even though they are
only 18 of the 38 members. They
essentially elected the Democrats
who preside — President larry
Saunders and President Pro Tern
Walter Blevins — and GOP Floor
Leader Dan Kelly has been called
the plurality leader of the Senate.
While Kelly can be tossed in
with the social idealogues among
the Republicans on occasion, the
more prominent examples are
Gex Williams, a political operative. and senator from Boone
County, and Ernie Harris, a United Parcel Service pilot who
lives in Oldham County. Both
school their children at home.
Both pursue a ideological agenda
with a decidedly religious tint.
That ideology, along with the
embryonic efforts of the Senate
Republicans to cope with actual
influence 'in the Senate, apparently led many of them to tinker
with the higher education legislation. The tinkering, some
thought, was aimed at loading it
down with so much baggage that
no one could support it — even

Patton.
That is approximately when the
older wing of the party stepped
in, in the guise of the chamber of
commerce types. Bankers from
Louisville, distillers from Marion
County, manufacturers and contractors from all over descended
on the Capitol. Thousands of
faxes went from chamber headquarters. Recipients of the faxes
made calls.
"In the -.last 24 hours we've
had a lot of folks making calls
and saying this is really important and it should not be a partisan issue," Sholar said. "Some
of the folks suggested maybe future support was dependent on resolving this in a business
approach."
Sholar and the chamber types
are ordinarly loath to discuss lobbying strategy, preferring a path
of less resistence and confrontation. Not this time.
"There were a number of our
folks who made an assumption
that they could expect what they
perceived to be a traditional philosophical support of the minority
party," Sholar said.
"It became evident that there
was another constituency within
that party who were contacting
them and they had more of a social agenda than a business
agenda," Sholar said.
"Once busines got cranked up
and reminded those folks where a
lot of their support came from,
maybe it reminded them," Sholar
said.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Presidential goals fall on successors
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
national goals and commitments
set by presidents often reach far
beyond their White House years
— and past their control. .
Getting there depends on the
priorities of their successors.
President Clinton's national
goal of developing a vaccine
against AIDS within the next decade would be attained, if scientists can do it, during the term of
the next president, or even the
one after that.
Clinton patterned his "new national goal for science" on the
aim declared by, John F. Kennedy
of landing an American on the
moon before 1970, a mission
achieved although he did not live
to see it.
Kennedy's goal was reached.
Not so with an assortment of
pledges from the top, to end poverty, to make the United States
self-sufficient in oil consumption,
-to create an impregnable shield
against missile attack or, twice,
to balance the budget by the end
of a White House term.
Presidents have an unrivaled
platform for setting forth national
goals, sometimes disputed by
their political rivals, as when
conservatives told Lyndon Johnson that there will always be poor
people, and by the critics who
said Ronald Reagan's missile defense idea would militarize space.
There could be no disagree-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated

Press columnist

ment about Clinton's goal, but
AIDS activistS said he wasn't doing enough to get there. No new
spending went with it, but Clinton said the AIDS research
buSget is up by one-third in the
past two years.
"Thirty-six years ago, President Kennedy looked to the
heavens and proclaimed that the
flag of peace and democracy ...
must be the first tq be planted on
the moon," Clinton said at Morgan State University last Sunday.
"He gave us the goal of reaching
the moon and we achieved it
ahead of time."
The American moon landing
was on July 20, 1969.
Kennedy's commitment came
with the admonition that it would
be senseless to stake the moon
unless the nation was prepared to
the work and bear the burdens
make it *open.
The man on the moon project
got that followthrough, but it often is missing once the drama of
a presidential pledge has faded.
Reagan declared in 1983 that

the United States should have an
impregnable missile defense system by 2000, or sooner'. He called
it a formidable technical task
"that may not be accomplished
before the end of this century."
It won't be. The Pentagon is
still at work on a far more limited
version of the Star Wars missile
defense budgeted for $2.3 billion
over the next five years. The
best-guess target date is 2006.
Richard M. Nixon said in 1973
that the United States should be
self-sufficient in energy by 1980.
"Let us set as our national goal
... that by the end of this decade
we will have developed the potential to meet our own energy
needs without depending on any
foreign energy sources," he said.
But the enetgy crisis that
prompted the commitment eased,
and Project Independence didn't
come close. The United States is
more dependent on imported oil
now than when the goal was set.
George Bush declared in 1990
that American astronauts should
land on Mars by 2019. He said

there should be a permanent U.S.
space base on the moon by 2010.
"There can be no turning back,"
Bush said. There was, though, for
lack of funds and other priorities.
Current space policy includes the
exploration of Mars by robots.
When LBJ declared "unconditional war on poverty in
America" in 1964, he vowed that
it would be won, although he
didn't set a deadline. Aftcr he left
office he claimed partial'Amory,
a 36 percent reduction in the
number of Americans living in
poverty.
Clinton says the number has
been sharply reduced during his
administration.
Still, the Census Bureau reported that 13.8 percent of the
population was living in poverty
in 1995.
Among presidential pledges,
balancing the budget is a regular.
Jimmy Carter and Reagan both
came to office promising to do it
within their first terms. Neither
came close.
Clinton and Congress are committed to a balanced budget in
2002.
After he's gone.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Rabies clinics to make stops
throughout Calloway County

DEATHS
Mrs. Myrtle McPherson
Mrs. Myrtle McPherson, 87, High Road, Sedalia, died Sunday. June
1, 1997, at 10:55 p.m. at Heritage Manor Health Care, Mayfield.
Her husband. Raymond McPherson, and two brothers, Robert
Wright and the Rev. Artell Wright, preceded her in death. She was the
daughtrer of the late Charlie Wright and Margaret Ann Wright.
Mrs. McPherson was a member of Cuba Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Norma Jean Colley, Cuba,
and Mrs. Joyce Vaughn, Mayfield; two sons, Robert McPherson, Mayfield, and Boyd Lee McPherson, Murray; one nephew, Howard
Wright, Georgia; eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; nine
great-great-grandchildren; nine stepgrandchildren; 11 stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Phillip Reed and the Rev. Ray
Werline will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Boyd McPherson, Kent Vaughn, Terry Colley,
Gene Stoehr, William McAlpin and Michael McPherson. Burial will
follow in Cuba Baptist Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Ms. Linda Garrett Carter
The funeral for Ms. Linda Garrett Carter was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Milner & On Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Joe
Skelton officiated. Burial was in East Prairie Memorial Gardens, East
Prairie, Mo.
Ms. Linda Garrett Carter, 59, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died
Friday, May 30, 1997, at 7:05 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She had been a legal secretary and stenographer for several attorneys in the Murray area. She was a member of St. Luke Aldergate
United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Andrew Garrett and Helen
Krauss Garrett, and one brother, Bill Garrett.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Maxine Wilson, Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Carl Garrett, Las Cruces, N.M.; several nieces and nephews.

James W. Barclay
Services for James W. Barclay were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Roy Southerland and the
Rev. James Tharp officiated. Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Mr. Barclay, 65, State Rt. 458, Wingo, died Friday, May 30, 1997,
at 12:04 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A former owner of Pool Office Equipment of Murray, Mr. Barclay
was a Air Force veteran of the Korean War and a member of Highpoint Baptist Church.
One son, Steven Barclay, preceded him in death. He was the son of
the late Bob Barclay and Iva Edwards Barclay.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Reba Nell Barclay; five sisters,
Mrs. Corinne Poling, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Mary Garland and Mrs.
Glinda Towery, Mayfield, Mrs. Phoebe Minnie, Lone Oak, and Mrs.
Betty Fuller, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; two brothers, Bob Barclay and Gus
Barclay, Mayfield.

Summer courses
set for teachers
Some of Kentucky's preservice
elementary and middle school
teachers will soon be studying science in their university classes in a
way that more closely resembles
how they will be teaching science in
Kentucky's schools.
Thanks in pan to funding from
the PRISM-UG (Kentucky's NSFsponsored statewide systemic initiative called Partners for Reform in
Science and Mathematics)and Kentucky Eisenhower higher education
funds, four pilot projects aimed at
changing the way preservice teachers learn science have been
awarded, according to Dr. Gary
Boggess, PRISM-UG director. The
intent of the pilot projects is to stop
the cycle of preparing teachers who
must then be reeducated in order to
work well in schools that follow
recently developed science teacher
standards.The national science education standards and Kentucky's
curriculum framework promote a
vision of the classroom that emphasizes active learning, problem
solving, belief that all students can
learn, reflective teaching, making
connections to everyday life and
forming partnerships.
The four pilot projects are:
I. "Implementation and Evaluation of an Inquiry-Based Physics
Course" at UK with Dr.John Christopher and Dr. Ron Atwood;

2."Science Curriculum Improvement for Preservice Elementary
Teachers at MoSU" with Dr. Robert
Boram and Candace Glendening;
3. "An Inquiry-based, Multidisciplinary Science Education Course
for Preservice Elementary Teachers
at MuSU" with Dr. Hamid Kobraei,
Dr. Terry Derting, and Ms. Lynn
Shelby; and
4. "Chemistry Preparation for
Preservice Elementary Teachers at
WKU" with Dr. Les Pesterfield and
Dr. Lowell Shanks.
The projects are an end result ot
funding,provided last year by Wendell Cave, director of the CHE
Eisenhower Higher Education
Program,for a workshop led by Dr.
Truman Stevens of UK wherein
several leaders in science education
charted a direction for preparing
preservice teachers who could provide Kentucky's students quality
science learning. Joann Lang,director of PRISM, supports of those
efforts to change the undergraduate
experience in science and considers
such changes fundamental to longterm systemic initiatives.
Dr. Mike Howard serves as project evaluator and will work closely
with the principal investigators,
PRISM, and CUE Eisenhower representatives to help insure significant change in elementary/middle
school science teaching.

Support Your Hometown
Merchants

Anne Marie Jones
Anne Marie Jones, 2, Martin's Chapel Road, Murray, died Sunday,
June 1, 1997, at 2:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her father, Mickey Jones, her mother, Vicki Jones
Grady, and her sister, Erin Jones, Murray; her grandparents, Hayes
and Marjorie Grady, and Larry and Connie Jones, all of Murray; her
great-grandparents, Conrad and Thelma DePriest, and Cantrell and
Pauline Jones, all of Murray, Mary Emma Grady, and Warren and
Ann Jackson, Union City, Tenn.
Preceding her in death were great-grandparents, Raymond Taylor
Grady and Louise Jackson.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Green Plain Cemetery. Virgil Hale will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday).

Mrs. Maude Calhoun Schmidt
Mrs. Maude Calhoun Schmidt, 89, Hopkinsville, died Friday, May
30, 1997, at Covington's Convalescent Center, Hopkinsville.
She had been a teacher at Lyon County for nine, years and a
Licensed Practical Nurse for 10 years at Warren County Hospital,
Bowling Green, and also at Hilltop Nursing Home. Mrs. Schmidt was
a member of First Baptist Church, Kuttawa.
Mrs. Schmidt was the daughter of the late A.T. Calhoun and Julia
Knoth Calhoun. Four brothers also preceded her in death.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Daisy Talor, Destin, Fla.,
Mrs. Jane Lane, Murray, and Mrs. Elsie Stuns, Lakeland, Fla.; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Dunnis Funeral
Home, Eddyville. The Rev. J. D: Shipp officiated. Burial was in Bethlehem Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Taylor Smith. 63, Union City, Tenn., died Friday, May 30, 1997, at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Union City. Her
death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
Born in Weakley County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
William Wade and Bera Hill Taylor. She was a member of Union City
Community Church of Christ.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Susan Crowell, Union City,
and Mrs. Tina Carter, Murray; two sons, Kenneth Adams, Jackson,
Tenn., and Jeff Buckley, Dresden, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Mildred
Crofford, Dresden, Tenn.; four grandchildren.
Graveside services were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Lebanon Cemetery
near Dresden, Tenn. Carl Mills officiated_
Pallbearers were Kenneth Adams, Ronnie Crowell, Shaun Crowell,
Jeff Buckley, Jason Carter and Dan Crofford. Bowlin Funeral Home,
Dresden, Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.

JPAC Festival to feature
entertainment, events
This year's Jackson Purchase Art
and Craft Festival will be held on
Saturday,June 7th and Sunday June
8th,they will be hosting a variety of
entertainment and special events.
On Saturday, June 7th at noon,
members of the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company will present a
"sneak preview" of selections from
their upcoming summer production
of Dancefest '97. The National
Scout Museum nationally recognized storytelling ensemble, The
Spinners!, will delight audience
members with legends and folklore
at 1 p.m. Following at 2 p.m.,Jamic
Jameson and Company will present
a one hour concert of Bluegrass
music. Jameson has performed regionally and nationally at Bluegrass
Festivals and has appeared at The
Station Inn in Nashville.
At 3:15 p.m., Playhouse In The
Park will presentexcerpts from their
summer musical," South Pacific."

Murray State University continues to offer more opportunities
for persons to advance their basic
knowledge of computer skills. The
office of community education has
designed a new four-week evening
course called Keep on Computing to
help people learn to get more out of
their computer once they have
logged on.
People wto have already taken
MSU's Getting Started with Computers, taught by Brian Wilmurth,
will find that his instruction in this
&I-course provides a perfect means to
continue delving into the world of
computing. The course content includes formatting disks, creating
and deleting files in both DOS and
Windows environments, word pro-

Murray
'KY.

grill Insurance Agency 753-3415
•

cessing and clip-art, electronic
spreadsheets and linking programs
together.
The workshop is scheduled on
Tuesday evenings, June 10 through
July 1. Class will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. in room 211 of the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology. The course fee -is $90.
Enrollment is limited to the first
10 people who register. To get more
information or register by phone
call 762-3662 locally or 1-800669-7654 outside of Calloway
County. The office of community
education is a division of the Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at Murray State
University.

.40r: "Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

40-9

753-5227

P..

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Our Bret Investment Is You,
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires'

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE
CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Corripticugy Erected, Including Concrete floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built AM Quality massiisas

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

0

Self-supporting

2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J 3" plywood
decking
0
If Seal down shingles
Overhang covered
It Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 4.4 raised curb
I.

A. 1" concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B. 12" looting
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts
In concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
r
F. 11 studs, 10 0 C
Blander
Q. 7'
undersiding
N. Masonic", wood Of vinyl siding

0

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried

-"0--"'''''•0011011110111111111111111W-.
.

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

1`/: CAR (12•20)
2 CAR (18,20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22'22)
Vic CAR (24.24)
LARGE Vic CAR (2400)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
s5AVS
$57925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS

753 0045

•

$54900
With This Coupon

Reg Price $599 00

Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 5-31-97

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available

Founded 1876

Monday-FrIday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Murray, Ky

114 CAR (12120)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
21/1 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2,4 CAR (24)130)

(502) 753-8055

9

Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink.

ti'

Hardboard Siding

Call Today For Your Free Test!

- FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET

'

3434344336•61140,011011.6

The festival will be held at the
intersection of highways 641 and
121 in Murray. Admission is free
with a $1 parking fee. For more
information, call 753-5171

BAR-B-'

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

wiliter

The fee for this clinic is oril
55.00 per pet. The Veterinary Medical Association would like to urge
all pet owners to take advantage ()I
these clinics, and make sure all ix.is
are vaccinated.

Deluxe Models

any better than we can!

ilk

Saturday's entertainment will conclude with the West Kentucky Ballet performing excerpts from their
spring concert "The Fours Seasons"
at 3:30 p.m. On Sunday,June 8th at
2 p.m., the festival will feature
entertainment of a Dixieland band.
On both days of the festival, the
hospitality tent will be the site of
Bux Murray Art. Local artists will
have their works on display for sale.
Also located in the hospitality tent
will be The Quilt Lovers of Murray.
The group will be selling raffle
tickets for the quilt on display. This
year's featured guest artist will be
George Bandana and his daughter
Rachelle Tate. They will be demonstrating jewelry making.

MSU helps advance computer skills
with special four-week course

Home

211S. 12th
Street

Rabies clinics are scheduled each
year by the Calloway County Veterinary Medical Association.
AU residents are urged to keep in
mind that Kentucky law does require vaccination of dogs.
The following schedule has been
released by the local veterinarians:
Wednesday, June 4
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. — Kirksey; 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. — Lynn Grove and 7
p.m. to 8 p.m. Health Center.
Thursday, June 5
9a.m. to II a.m. — Hazel; 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. — Almo and 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. — Health Center.
Friday, June 6
9a.m. to 11 a.m. — New Concord
and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Duncan's
Market.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Taylor Smith

Nobody Can Protect Your

Haverstock
_ and—
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4-H activities planned
By G1NNY HARPER
4-H Agent
Summer is an exciting and
eventful time for the 4-H youth.
Much ot the organize,d club activities is complete for the year with
the end ot school.
The Murray -Calloway County
Fair, livestock shows, judging
e‘ents, special interest project
groups, a day camp, 4-H Week
camp, Senior Conference, and a
Junior trip are just a smattering
of the events that occur in the
summer.

Bridge, golf
at Oaks club
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
June 4.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mary Elinor Outland as
hostess. For reservations or
cancellations call 753-2929.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Martha Enix as hostess.
An 18-hole golf scramble will
he played. Teams will be paired
at the tee.
Because of rain, golf play for
May 28, was cancelled.

Murray club
hosts event
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will host the annual George
Hart Memorial Golf Tournament
on Wednesday. June 4.
The four-woman golf scramble
will start at 9 a.m.
The line-up for the golf event
was published on the sports page
of the Murray Ledger & Times
on Saturday, May 30.

W-efjp-A-V
We are pleased to
announce that Chrystie
Carson, bride-elect of
Edward Chapman,has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Chrystie and Edward will be married
June 21, 1997.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
t_

United Way support assists
youth to participate and aids them
in developing new skills such as
learning to swim, reading a recipe, making decisions on judging livestock and horses, and taking good pictures.
This summer many exciting
4-H events will occur.
During the Murray-Calloway
County Fair there will be opportunity for 4-H youth to show off
their project work with exhibits.
The exhibits will be checked in
on June 9 from 8 a.m. to noon.
4-H and youth shows during
the fair include: a 4-H horse
show on June 7 at 9 a.m.; a pet
show on June 10 at 7 p.m.; a
dairy show on June 11 at 9 a.m.;
a goat show on June 12 at 5 p.m.;
a sheep show on June 12 at 7
p.m.; a farm visit (petting zoo) on
June 13 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Thirteen youth will attend 4-H
Senior Conference for 14 to
19-year-old youth June 9 to 13 at
the University of Kentucky. The
conference enables youth to participate in educational and interested workshops, seminars and
tracks; as well as experiencing a
better understanding of self and
peers while gaining a clearer direction for future college plans
and career endeavors.
Seventeen youth will attend the
state dairy, livestock, and horse
judging events in Lexington June
16, 17 and 18. Youth will determine animal conditioning and
place classes accordingly. Senior
youth will then have an opportunity to give verbal reasons that
justify and communicite their
placings.
June 23 to 27 will be the time
for 4-H Camp. Calloway County
has the opportunity to take 75
youth and 15 teens and adults to
camp. There are still spaces
available.
Food-A-Rama will be July 15.
Youth will bring dishes in eight
different categories. While the
dishes are being judged, the
youth will be participating in a
variety of fun and informative
nutritional activities. Youth will
then share in a meal.
Hands-On Science Day Camp
will be July 18 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the area of the Old City
Park.
A Junior Trip will be July 24.
This will be a super day for 4-H
youth as they learn, travel and
spend tine together.
Photography workshops, Samall Engines, Babysitting Clinics, and Forestry Club are just a
few of the other special interest
activities planned for the
summer.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rah-,

Holland Motor Sales

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

New Concord plans event
New Concord Post Office will have a Customer Appreciation Day
on Tuesday, June 3. Refreshments will be served and gifts will be
given away during the hours of 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Teresa Carnill, post
master, and Vickie Jakub, PMR, invite all patrons of the post office
and others interested to call during the day.

4-H Sheep and Lambs meeting
Youth interested in learning to show sheep and lambs will meet at
the farm of Fred Gillum on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3 and 4,
at 4:30 p.m. This will be to learn handling techniques and practice
showing sheep. The youth will then be able to show them at Calloway County Fair. For information call Ginny Harper at 753-1452 or
Fred Gillum at 489-2528.

Dusty Spurs Club on Tuesday
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the Dusty Spurs, will meet
Tuesday, June 3, at 6:30 p.m. at Weaks Community Center auditorium. The club will make final plans for the Dusty Spurs Horse Show
on June 7 at 9 a.m. at Calloway County Fairgrounds. All interested
youth are welcome to attend. For information call Ginny Hargper at
753-1452.

Giltner and Dill vows
will be said July 12
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Giltner of Hopkinsville announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Michelle Lee
Giltner of Nashville, Tenn., to Christopher Alan Dill of Nashville, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Dill of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Bernice Smith of Metropolis, Ill., and the late Russell and Lola Giltner of Brookport, Ill.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Valentine of Sladen, Miss., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dill of
Huntsville, Ala.
Miss Giltner received her Bachelor of Science degree in Education
from Murray State University in December 1995. She is employed by
the Sumner County Board of Education, Gallatin, Tenn.
Mr. Dill received his Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture
from Murray State University in December 1995. He is employed with
Gaylord Entertainment Co., Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 12, 1997, at 4 p.m. at Hillcrest
Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Local persons attend
state NARFE meeting
The 33rd annual state convention of the Kentucky Federation
of Chapters, National Association
of Retired Federal Employees,
was held at Greenwood Executive
Inn, Bowling Green, May 12, 13
and 14. More than 200 Kentucky
federal retrees and guests
attended.
Federation President Jesse C.
Oak, Frankfort, was completing
the second year of his two-year
term. He will be followed in office by Delma A. Smith of Hardinsburg who was president-elect
for the past year.

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Enjoy shrimp
and clams
without shelling
out for both.
Shrimp and Clam
Combo binner
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$399
New yeu ran hate two of your
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About half the milk produced
in America goes to make cheese.

In addition to state and district
officers attending the convention,
NARFE Field Vice President
Milton H. Quinn of North Carolina particiapted in the activities
and isntalled the new officers.
NARFE District 2 which includes chapters from Bowling
Green, Owensboro, Elizaethtown
and Munfordville was hosted for
the convention. It was coordinated by Vice President Dorothy
M. Kively of Munfordville.
Attending from Kentucky
Chapter 0853 were Roberta
Tarry, Jane Turner, Eva Morris,
Frances Churchill, and Mr. and
Mrs. Marion C. Owens.
NARFE membership is open to
all federal civilian employees, including those currently employed
with five years vested service,
and their spouses. Also survivors
of deceased federal workers may
be members.
Local meetings are held the
fourth Friday of each month at a
restaurant voted on by members.
For more information about the
local chapter call Glen Sims,
president, 435-4505, or John Lassitcr, treasurer and membership
chairman, 753-5099.

Fish, fries &
hushpuppies.

Fish, fries &
hushpuppies.
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Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Tuesday,
June 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents
of the area are urged to attend.

Fisher-Price retirees plan event
The Fisher-Price Retirees' luncheon will be Tuesday, June 3, at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. All retirees are urged to attend.
School
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will have a Vacation Bible
June 6.
Friday,
through
continuing
and
(Monday)
tonight
starting
8:45 p.m.
Classes for all ages including adults will be from 6:30 to
invited.
are
persons
each evening. All interested

MHS Boosters will meet
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will meet Wednesay,
June 4, at 7:30 p.m. at the high school. All booster members and
interested persons are urged to attend, according to Tony Thompson,
president.

Calloway boosters will meet
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Blood,pressure checks cancelled
Free blood pressure checks will not be given on Tuesday, June 3,
at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South 15th
Streets, Murray. The nurses will be attending a special Seventh Day
Adventist meeting at Portland, Tenn. This is a free service of the
church, and the next session will be Tuesday, June 17, from noon to
2 p.m. at the church.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a work day regarding the budget on Tuesday, June
3, at 3:30 p.m. in office of County Board of Education. Cloyd Bumgardner, principal, urges all members and interested persons to
attend.

Singles (SOS) plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 3
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Liz at 759-0212 or Jane at 489-2046.

Health Express stops listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering
blood pressure, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings at all of its
stops during the month of June. Also a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is availabe for $4. Stops for Tuesday, June 3, will at
Murray Piggly Wigglye from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.;
for Wednesday, June 4, at Weaks Community Ceneter from 10:30
a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Depression Group will meet
A Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, June 4, at
10:30 a.m. in Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN,
MSN, CS, at 762-1485.
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K of C Hail, Squire Road
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-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Plays 12
Gamos

over 7 + + +
Featuring nightly specials at SI per card or $2 for three Special carry
• end FREE popcorn served
Refreshments.
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Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday, June 3, at
6 p.m. in office of Calloway County Board of Education. The group
will be working on the coming year for the athletic program. Officeres are Phillip Jones, president; David Travis, vice president;
Gwen Wyatt, secretary; Jeannie Carson, treasurer. Jones urges all interested persons to attend.
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Sugar Creek Baptists plan school
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KY
FARM
BUREAU
753-4703

All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
, spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, June 4,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.
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Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
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Mr. and Mrs. William Cherry

Anniversary reception
will be held Saturday
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Mr. and Mrs. William Cherry of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, June 7.
A reception will be in the Hospitality Room of University Branch
of Peoples First of Calloway County, North 12th Street, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours Of 2
to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cherry were married June 7, 1947, at Corinth, Miss.
Their attendants were Bobby and Plomer Futrell.
Mrs. Cherry, the former Catherine Gean Sanders, is the daughter of
the late Rupert Sanders and Erie Vaughan Sanders of Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. Cherry is the son of the late Crow Cherry and Ethel Jackson
Cherry of Model, Tenn.
Their four children are Don Cherry and wife, Linda, Jackson, Miss.,
Ms. Pat Cherry of Murray, Mrs. Cindy Halteman and husband, Rick,
Cummings, Ga., and Dean Cherry and wife, Jacqueline, New Canaan,
Conn.
Their six grandchildren are Laura Cherry, Jennifer Cherry, Matthew
Cherry, Greg Halteman, Megan Halteman, and Chad C1,:!rry.

Monday, June 2
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens/7:30 p.m./Calloway
Public Library.
Murray High School Summer School
starts at 8:15 a.m.; give out report
cards/8:30-10:30 a.m and noon-3
p.m.
Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association/1:30 p.m /West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
Playhouse in the Park auditions for
'How to Eat Fried Worms/6 p.m.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Murray Family YMCA Teen Adventure
Program/12:30-3:30
p.m
Infa1753-4295.
Emotions Anonymous/6:30-8
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info1753-6684.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Executive Board of Murray Woman's
Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities
Weak* Canter/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital,
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/759-9882.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Vacation
Bible School/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Group w/Patsy James/7 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers 1/2 p.m.; Boy Scout
Troop 45 at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, June 3
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
New Concord Post Office Customer
Appreciaton Day/9 a.m.-2 p.m. Public
invited.
Fisher-Price Retirees luncheon/11:30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Calloway County Athletic Boosters/6
p.m./office of Calloway County Board
of Education.
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club,
Dusty spurs/6:30 p.m./Weaks Center.
Roots & Wings: Raising Children
sponsored by Murray and Calloway
County Resource Centers.
Info/753-3070 or 753-3879.

STARTREK Club donates books
The STARTREK Club has donated books to the Calloway
County Public Library where the
club has an exhibit of collectibles
on display through Tuesday, June
3.
Books donated include the
following:
STARTREK the Next Genera-

tion Spartacus; STARTREK Deep
Space Nine Bloodletter; STARTREK The Undiscor..•red Country; STARTREK The New Generation Boogeymen;
STARTREK The New Generation Chains of Command; STARTREK The Next Generation Perchance to dream; STARTREK

at
up

If

The Next Generation Fortune's
Light;
STARTREK The Next Generation Q-In-Law; STARTREK
Deep Space Nine Trials, and
Tribble-ations; STARTREK Federation, and STARTREK The
Next Generation Imazadi,
The STARTREK Club meets
each third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
For more information call Jim
or Dennis at 1-901-642-2403.

Tuesday, Juno 3
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council work day/3 . 30
p.m./office of Calloway County Board
of Education.
Murray High School to issue report
cards/8:30-10 .30 a.m and noon-3
P-m•
Playhouse in the Park auditions for
'How to Eat Fried Worms'/6 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/7'30
p.m./private dining room, Murray Calloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4.30 p m /Chamber of
Commerce.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St Leo's
Catholic Church Info/Jane. 489-2046
or Liz, 759-0212
Purchase Area Positive Christian
pm
Singles/6.30
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621
Free blood pressure checks will NOT
be held today from noon to 2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
ChUrch.
Health Express of MCCH/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8:30-11.30 a.m. and
12.30-3 p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p m
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos,r9 -30 a.m., Story
Hour/10,30 a.m.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus.
building.
Coffee Break.:9 -30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-ini6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Dexter Center Senior activities/9:30
a.m Potluck at noon.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p ii los
senior citizens' activities
Alcoholics Anonymouvciosed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Halt. Info/759-9882,
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of ChriA Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.; Vacation Bible
School/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Vacation Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Salem Baptist Church Vacation Bible
School/6.30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9 a.m.; Ladies Guild/1
p.m./Parish Center.
Westside Baptist Church Hattie Lee
Galloway Group/7 p.m.
First Christian Church CWF Group II
at 9:30 a.m./Shoney's.
First United Methodist Church UMW
Executive meeting/9 a.m.:
Ouilters/9.30 a.m.; UMYF to annual
Conference Street Party/noon.
First Baptist Church Vacation Bible
School/9 am.-noon and 1-3 pm.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/6 p.m., regular meeting/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 830 am -4'15 pm.
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CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Club members JIII Bullen and Dennis Rayburn display book
donations to the Calloway County Public Ubrary. Young science fiction
devotees Robert Arneson and Bryan r-McDonald look on In the
foreground.
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Eastwood Christian Academy
has released the names of students who made the fourth nine
weeks honor roll and the semester honor roll.
Larry Duffer, principal, has released the following names:
Fourth Nine Weeks
Renee Humphrey, senior; Kyle
Conley and Philip Smith, juniors;
Aaron Graves, freshman; Lindsay
Ainley and Clayton Kernel!,
eighth grade; Trey Mason, all As,
and Jolyn Ritzie, fourth grade;
Jordan Harrell, all As, Lathan
Ritzie, Sarah Tucker and Elizabeth Wilson, third grade; Jessica Reed, second grade; Kayla
Andrus, first grade.
Semester
Renee Humphrey, senior; Kyle
Conley and Philip Smith, juniors;

Emily Cutini, sophomore; Aaron
Graves, freshman; Lindsay Ainley ahd Clint Stewart, eighth
grade; Trey Mason, all As, and
Jolyn Ritzie, fourth grade; Jordan
Harrell, all As, and Elizabeth
Wilson, all As, third grade; Jessica Reed, second grade; Kayla
Andrus, first grade.

s4)

We are pleased to
announce that Kara
Shipley, bride-elect of
Chris Young, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Kara and Chris will
be married June 28,
1997.

The average American consumes more than 300 pounds of
dairy products a year.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

1851

University Square

767-0780

Includes field trips & swimming
To register your child
or obtain Info call

.
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1510 Chestnut St , Murray
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You Afbe Invited To Our

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
At The,

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
(Loccated on Hwy 121, 8 miles northwest if Murray, Ky)

June 2 - 6
Monday.- Friday

- 8:30 p.m.
Each Evening

Theme: 'The Bible Tells Me So!"
Nightly Lessons Include:
Monday - God's Wonderful World
Tuesday God s Amazing Lace
Wednesday God's Blessings Are Best
Thursday - God's Pion For A Strong Church
Friday - God's Recipes For Good Thoughts
Classes For All Ages!
(IN ursery - Adult)

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO ATTEND!

'Me Bridal. WfgistrY At

.Jfff4dr.

10.0
.M
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Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545

Co FIDENCE
hands
of your child
and just
think what
he or she
can accomplish!

Murray, KY

Rachel Stockwell
of Murray, KY
has lost a total of
67 1/2 lbs!! And

still losing!!

NO WEIGHTS • NO MACHINES • JUST TAE KWON DO!
Dont let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching IV or playing

Call today for your FREE consultation &
let us design'a weight control program for'
you!
•••.•••••anIIIPIMMIIMIII•••
•
•••

AO. .....•••••••..

begins June 2, 1997

For Both Men & Women

"Nothing tastes as good as being thin feels!!"

WAL-MART

YMCA DAY CAMP

Puttibis in

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center

7riP

JUNE 2. 1997

3 C's

Super Sega° This summer let Martial Arts Amenca teach them the
confidence, control and concentration These are values
that your child can use in the real world Call Today for summer school specials.

SIX WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM. CALL TODAY! 753-6111
1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray
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Sanchez runs for more gold

Associated
Press
Columnist

•

111 See
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Sanchez takes 100,
200 titles at state,
helps Tiger boys to
'A' runner-up finish

Hey, Utah:
Jordan still
Bulls' No. 1
option late
CHICAGO (AP) — The ball
goes through the hoop, the buzzer
goes off, the adrenalin wears off,
and then come questions.
Question No. I: Is Utah Jazz
coach Jerry Sloan nuts?
"Probably" might be his answer, but you decide.
There were 7.5 seconds left in
Game 1 of the NBA Finals, the
score v• as tied 82-all and the
Bulk were inbounding the ball.
On the floor for Chicago at that
moment were Steve Kerr, Jud
Buechler, Toni Kukoc, Scottie
Pippen and some guy who finished second in balloting for the
MVP award and plays much of
the time with his tongue hanging
out.
"I think anybody watching the
game anywhere in the world
knew who was going to take the
last shot." Utah guard John
Stockton said afterward.
Included in that group, presumably, would be Sloan. it was
hard to be sure, however, since
he decided to treat all five Bulls
the same: that is. Sloan assigned
one defender to cover each.
"Coach," someone asked afterward, "did you consider running somebody over to help with
a double-team?''
"We thought about it," Sloan
replied. "Wc tried to play him as
straight as we could. Probably
made a mistake."
Probably? A mistake?
A mistake is forgetting to leave
a tip for the visiting locker room
attendants if you plan on returning any time soon. A mistake is
putting an uncapped pen back in
the breast pocket of a good suit.
Not double-teaming Michael
Jordan at the end of a basketball
game with everything on the
line? That's not a mistake. It's a
catastrophe.
Question No. 2: Is it always a
catastrophe?
In his most recent Nike commercial, Jordan gets out of his car
and walks into a stadium before a
game. His expression is deadly
serious and this is what he says in
the voice-over:
"I've been trusted to take the
game-winning shot 26 times and
failed."
Failed?
Twenty six times?
Someone asked Jordan about
that number as he left the building Sunday night. He nodded.
"It's been 12 years," he said.
"You've got to go back NIong
w ay."
Even if most of them occUrred
early in his NBA career, before
most people were paying attention, Jordan should know. In fact,
he said he thinks about all the
missed game-winners before he
thinks about the ones he's made.
And from the sound of things,
even he didn't know for a tantalizing second or so into which
category the 21-foot jumper he
let fly over BrNon 'Russell would
fall.
"I can't really fathom the idea
that everybody who's watching
the game, on TV and even in the
building, knows that you are going to get the ball ... knows you
are going to take the shot, and
yet," Jordan paused. "you are
able to come through in ,that
situation.
"It's an unbelievable feeling. I
don't want to be put in that situation too often. But when I am,"_
he added.' "I want to be
successful."
That's the funny thing. Jordan
hasrg.t totaled — or else isn't tell-
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File Photo

Murray High senior Salim Sanchez, left, shown at the Invitational of the South meet earlier this spring, swept the 100- and 200-meter
state championships for the second time in his career this weekend at the Class A State Track Meet.

LEXINGTON — With school already out
and a whole summer ahead to rest, Murray's
boys' track competitors put their fatigue
aside and just ran.
With both Salim Sanchez and Markenny
Hammonds competing in four events over
the two-day championships, Murray had
little time to recuperate between races.
But Sanchez recorded four first place finishes — two in individual events and two:
1
in relays — while Hammonds was second in
two hurdles events and was part of the two
championship relay teams, leading Murray to
a runner-up finish in the Class A division of
the state track and field championships at the
University of Kentucky's Shively Track
Sturday.
"We had an outstanding effort," Murray
coach Jimmy Harrell said. "All of our guys
ran focused and they performed like
champions."
Sanchez, a senior, won both the 100- and
200-meter dashes and anchored both the
4x100 and the 4x400-meter relay teams.
Hammonds also had a busy Saturday, finishing second in both the 110-meter high
hurdles and the 300-meter intermediate hurdles and being a part of both relay teams.
Johnny Harrison and Allen Thompson completed the relay teams as Murray finished
with 56 points, second only to Harrodsburg,
which won the state meet with 75.
"They ran all the preliminaries Friday almost back-to-back and then to come back
and run in all those events Saturday, you
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NBA Finals

Air Rescue
Chicago survives Utah threat 84-82
in Game 1 on Jordan's buzzer beater
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Everyone
at the United Center knew — the
coaches, the players, the fans, the
ushers, the ballboys. Everyone
watching on television knew —
from Chicago to Salt Lake City,
from Algeria to Zimbabwe.
With TA seconds left in Game
1 of the NBA Finals and the
score tied Sunday night, Michael
Jordan was going to get the ball.
He got it. He shot it. He hit it.
Chicago Bulls 84, Utah Jazz 82.
"I can't really fathom the idea
that everybody watching the
game ... knows that you are going
to get the ball, knows you are going to take the shot, and yet you
are able to Come through in that
situation," said Jordan, whose
21-foot jumper as time expired
put the Bulls within three victo-

ries of their fifth championship in
seven years.
"It is an unbelievable feeling," he said. "I don't want to
be put in that situation too often.
But when I am, I Want to be
successful."
Jordan has succeeded so often
— last-second jumpers that eliminated Cleveland in both 1989 and
1993 leap to mind, though there
have been many others --- "it's
old hat to sec it," Utah's John
Stockton said.
Jordan dribbled for most of the
final 71/2 seconds, thrilled that
the Jazz weren't double-teaming
him. He went airborne a stride inside the 3-point arc, faded away
slightly from defender Bryon
Russell, released the ball perfectly and swished his shot
through the hoop as the horn
sounded. Jordan then raised a

Baltimore
New Yor
Toronto
Detroit
Boston

celebratory fist into the air, soaking in the cheers.
He did what Michael Jordan
is known for — backbreakers,"
said Russell, the latest on a long
list of players to be victimized by
the NBA's supreme clutch performer. "The shot just went
down. And that's all."
Now Utah has two full days to
think about it before the best-of-7
series resumes Wednesday night
at the United Center.
"Anytime you lose a tough
game, you want to jump right
back into it," Karl Malone said.
"Obviously, we didn't do the
things down the stretch to win
and they did."
Malone, who edged Jordan for
league MVP honors this season,
missed two free throws with 9.2
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News reports have Daly coaching Orlando
•Despite earlier 'no'
former Pistons, Nets
coach appears ready
to return to sidelines
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — He
said "no" two weeks ago, but
something apparently changed
Chuck Daly's mind about the Orlando Magic head coaching job.
r Daly' has agreed to a 3-year,
$15 million deal to coach the
Magic, NBC and the Orlando
Sentinel reported, citing unnamed
sources. Daly was due in town
today when an official announcement is expected, the newspaper

said in today's editions.
Magic general manager John
Gabriel would not confirm Daly's
pending hiring. Reached at his
office Sunday, Gabriel told the
Sentinel: "We have had discussions, but no details have been
finalized."
But NBC, in its prc-game show
Sunday for Game 1 of the NBA
Finals between the Utah Jazz and
Chicago Bulls, cited unidentified
sources that the deal was done.
The Sentinel said the Magic
persuaded Daly to take the job after talks were renewed over the
weekend.
Richic Adubato, who took over
the team in February -after a
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Michael Jordan, a four-time league MVP, scored 31 points, including the
game-winner at the buzzer, to beat the Utah Jazz in Sunday's Game 1.

1993-94 season. He also coached
the U.S. Olympic team to the
gold medal in the 1992 Barcelona
Games.
Along with Bulls coach Phil
Jackson, Daly had been considered one of the team's two top
choices. After he withdrew from
consideration less than two weeks
ago, he said: "They never actually offered me the job. It's a
wonderful job, a great area. But
for me it's not going to be there.
Just one of those things."
The Magic had tried to lure
Jackson with a five-year, $30
million offer, but Jackson said he
couldn't make a decision until after the playoffs are completed.

player revolt ousted coach Brian
Hill, was told Sunday he still had
a contract to return to the assistant coaching job he held for
three years under Hill.
"I don't know what I'm going
to do. This is a job I wanted,"
Adubato said. "I haven't pursued
anything, but I probably lost one
opportunity. It's the toughest
thing I've ever had to deal with."
Daly, winner of two NBA titles
with the Detroit Pistons, had rejected an informal offer from Gabriel on May 19.
The 67-year-old Daly, who led
the Detroit Pistons to NBA titles
in 1989 and 1990, last coached
the New Jersey Nets during the

The team also held informal
talks with Bob Hill and Richie
Adubato. However, Hill, a former
Magic assistant who was fired as
head coach of the San Antonio
Spurs early last season, withdrew
his name from consideration last
week.
On May 21, the Magic asked
for and were denied permission
to discUss their coaching vacancy
with Atlanta Hawks coach Lenny
Wilkens.
The newspaper said it couldn't
reach Daly on Sunday afternoon
at his Jupiter, Fla., home.
Daly is a longtime friend of
Magic owner Rich DeVos and his
family.
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II Jordan still...

Sports

FROM PAGE 8

BRIEFS

ing - how many times he's won
games with last-second shots. Every Jordan highlight reel contains
footage of him burying the
hatchet in the Cleveland Cavaliers twice in dramatic fashion in
the playoffs. But since Jordan
came out of retirement, the Bulls
have been so dominating that he
has rarely been called upon just
to take the final shot. Which
brings up ...
Question No. 3: What happens
in this series the next time it
comes down to one shot and Jordan is on the floor?
Jeff Homacek, who played Jordan straight-Up most of the game,
still wasn't convinced a doubleteam - on Jordan or anyone
else, for that matter - was the
answer.
"We did that in the Rockets
game, when I went and doubled
and Eddie Johnson made a shot.
You could always look after the
fact and say, 'Oh, maybe we
should have doubled him and
make someone else hit it."
Despite Sunday's result, Sloan
didn't sound all that sold on the
double-team, either. Then again,
he also happened to be one of the
league's fiercest defensive guards
during his own playing days, so

BRONCO LEAGUE
Hamilton Marble defeated Ell's Glass 8-3 last Wednesday night Antonio
Kendall led the hitbng for Hamilton with two hits 'Matt Butterworth doubled
while Mason Thomas, Taylor Thieke, Joe Ben Hendrick, Josh Davidson and
Brandon Eldndge all had one hit each Getting hits for Eli's Glass were Seth
Darnell with a double and Micah Rayburn with a single

Upsets continue for men at French Open
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PARIS (AP)- Eighth-seeded Alex Correqa of Spain became the latest upset victim at the French Open, losing to Belgian Filip Dewulf 5-7. 6-1, 6-4, 7-5
in the fourth round.
Also ousted was 15th-seeded Marc Rosset of Switzerland, 4-6, 6-3. 7-6
(7-3), 6-3 to Sweden's Magnus Norman, who already eliminated top-seeded
Pete Sampras. Third-seeded defending champion Yevgeny Katelnikov of
Russia defeated Australian Mark Philippoussis 6-2, 6-3, 7-5
In women's play, 11th-seeded South African Amanda Coetzer topped
seventh-seeded Conchita Martinez of Spain 6-7, 6-4, 6-3. while Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario, the sixth-seeded two-time champion, beat Natasha Zvereva
6-4, 6-2.
Top-seeded Martina Hingis and second-seeded Stefti Graf needed three
sets to reach the quarterfinals, while third-seeded Monica Seles downed
Frenchwoman Mary Pierce, 6-4, 7-5
Three American women lost: fifth-seeded Lindsay Davenport to No 9 Iva
Majoli of Croatia 5-7, 6-4, 6-2; Nicole Arendt to Romania's Ruxandra Dragomir 6-1, 6-1; and Mary Joe Fernandez beat compatriot Lisa Raymond 6-7
(4-7), 6-2, 6-2.

First woman pitcher strugglesp debut

Memorial shortened after Sunday rains
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) - The Memorial was washed away again Sunday,
pushing the finish back a day - if then. The tournament was reduced to 54
holes.
When play was suspended with the final group through 10 holes of the third
round, Scott Hoch and Vijay Singh were tied for the lead at 12-under-par.
Greg Norman, who birdied his last four holes, was a stroke back
Lee Janzen was 10-under through 10 holes and Jim Furyk and Frank Nobibo were at 9-under. Jack Nicklaus, 57-year-old designer of the Muirfield Village course, was 7-under through 12 holes, five strokes back Tiger Woods
was 7-over, 19 back,

Rudd holds off Martin to win Miller 500
DOVER, Del. (AP)- Ricky Rudd held off Mark Martin to win the $1 6 million Miller 500 at Dover Downs International Speedway
The victory extended the 40-year-old Rudd's streak to winning at least
once each of the last 15 seasons. It was his 18th career win and fourth at
Dover.
A Dover-record 13 drivers led at least one lap, the most in a Winston Cup
race this season.
Rudd averaged 114.635 mph and collected - $95,255. Jeff Burton and
Jeremy Mayfield were next, making it a top-four sweep for Ford. Kyle Petty.
who won the race two years ago, was fifth in a Pontiac.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
MAJOR LEAGUES
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Nations' League
East Division
W
L Pet. GB
Atlanta
37
17 .685 Florida
31
22
585 54
New York
31
23
574 6
Montreal
26 25
528 8%
Philadelphia
19 35
352 18
Central Division
W
t. Pct. GB
Fittsbu rgh
27 27
500 Houston
473 1*4
26 29
St. Louis
24 29
453 2.4
Chicago
407 5
22 32
Cincinnati
364 7'4
20 35
Wass Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Francisco
31
22 .585
Colorado
30 24 .556 14
Los Angeles
509 4
27 26
San Diego
23 30
434 8
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 4. San Francisco 3
Pittsburgh 11. Montreal 2
N Y Mats 8. Philadelphia 5
Los Angeles 6. St Louts 1
Chicago Cuts 7, Cincinnati 1
San Diego 6. Houston 3
Colorado 9, Florida 2
Monday's Games
San Francisco (Gardner 6-1) at Florida (Leder
4-3), 605 pm
Cincinnati (Wicker 2-5) at Philadelphia iSchilling
7-4). 6 35 p.m.
Montreal (Perez 4-4) at NY Mots (Clark 5-3).
6:40 pm
San Diego (Murray 0-0) at Atlanta (Macidux 6-1).
640 pm
Pittsburgh (Lieber 2-6) at Chicago Cubs (Mulholland 4-1). 705 p.m
Colorado (Burke 0-1) at St Louis (Jackson 1-0),
705 p m
Los Angeles (Homo 5-1) at Houston (Wall 1-2).
705 pm
Tuesday', Games
San Francisco (Est•s 7-21 at Florida
(A Fernandez 5-5), 12 35 pm
Colorado (8 M.Jones 1-0) at St Louis (Morris
2-3). 12:35 pm
Los *Nokia (Astacio 3-4) at Houston (hOle 6-2).
12 35 pm
Pittsburgh (Cooks 4-6) at Chicago Cubs (Trach.
eel 3-4), 120 pm.
Cinannati (Bulbs 4-41 at Philadelphia (Stephenson 2-1), 635 p.m.
Montreal (P Martinez 8-1) at N V Mitts
(B J Jones 9-2), 640 pm
San Diego (ValenzuMa 2-6) at Atlanta (Smola
6-4). 640 pm

couldn't ask lor anything inure,"
Harrell said as Murray recorded
its highest-ever point total. "We
qualified in six events, and if we
had won them all that would have
been 60 points. We ended up
with 56, so that tells you how
well we ran. In years past, -56
points would have been enough
to win it."
Sanchez won the 100-meter
dash with a time of 11.16 seconds and took the 2(10 in 22.87.
Murray won the 4x100 relay in
44.09 seconds and edged Bellevue by one second for the
4x400 relay title, winning in
3:34.90. The 4x400 win secured
Murray's runner-up finish as the
Tigers edged Covington Holy
Cross by one-half point.
"The 4x4(X) relay was the last
event of the day, and we had to
win it to finish second," Harrell
said. "That was the first time we
had ever won that, and the team
we beat had a seven-second better qualifying time. So our guys
reached down and grabbed what
they had to to win the race.
"Our 4x100 relay team wanted
to try to set a record, but the
track was soaked, so with the
conditions the way they were, we
just had to focus on winning it,"
he added. "We didn't get heat all
year in the 4x1(Xl, so our guys
went into event that very confident and they ran like it.Sanchez, who missed last
year's state meet for disciplinary
reasons, came back to finish out
his high school career with a
bang. His four medals Saturday
brought his high school total to
eight as he also won both the 100
and -200 as a freshman and the
100 and 4x100 gold as a
sophomore.
"Missing last year made him
even more hungry," Harrell said
of Sanchez. "He would have had
a chance to win some events last
year, so I think coming back and
winning this year makes it even
more special for him. He came in
focused and performed like a
champion."
Hammonds finished second in
both the 110-meter high hurdles
(15.18 seconds) and the 300-meter intermediate hurdles (42.15
seconds). Hammonds' time in the
110-meter race was just .03 behind Covington Holy Cross' Nick
Klaiss, leading to a photo finish,
decision for the final result.
"Markenny had a great meet,
running the hurdles events and
the relays," Harrell said.

som

seconds left, ruining an otherwise
fine performance.
"I'm from Summerfield, La.,
and we don't have any excuses
down there," said Malone, who
had a wound on his right hand
that needed frequent attention
during the game. "I didn't make
the free throws. It was just me up
there, and I didn't.
"It is agonizing, but I never
dwell on them. They were big
free throws, but it shouldn't have
come down to that."
Jordan, a four-time MVP, finished with 31 points on 13-of-27
shooting with eight assists and

four rebounds. Malone, who had
23 points on 10-for-22 shooting
and 15 rebounds, even admitted
afterward that Jordan is the
NBA's best player.
Until Jordan's shot went in,
capping an exciting game in
which the Bulls never led by
more than three points and never
trailed by more than seven, one
easily could have argued that
Scottie Pippen had been Chicago's MVP Sunday.
Playing despite a sore left foot
that kept him out of practice all
week, Pippen scored 27 points on
11-for-19 shooting and pulled
down nine rebounds.

Murray's girls finished with 10
points. The Lady Tigers finished
fifth in the 4x200-meter relay
(1:54.98) Saturday after Jeanne
Maddox took fifth in the discus
Friday.

INSTRUCTION
For Ages 7 - 12
Monday - Friday
By Appointment
Call

Shane Andrus

753-3862
We Feature

Grand Opening Celebration

102 South 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
Our Service Menu
-Transmission Service • Auto • replace
fluid, filter, and pan gasket - $59.95
-Transmission Service • Auto • exchange
fluid transmission and torque
converter - $59.95
•Transmission Service • Manual • replace
with new fluid - $18.95
•Differential Service • replace with new
fluid - $14.95
'Radiator Flush • remove rust and
contaminants, refill with new
coolant - $29.95
-Engine Flush • chemically remove
sludge, replace oil and filter - $24.95
Qt. Bottles $2.00 Extra Per Car
Dura Blend $8.99 Extra Per Car
Synthetic 117.99 Extra Per Car
QUICK LUBE REGULAR - $18.95
INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
'Replace Oil Valvoline multi-grade
(5w30, 10w30, 10w40)
-Replace oil filter
-Lubricate chassis - all vital points

QUICK LUBE PLUS. $21.95
INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
•Replace Oil Valvoline multi-grade
(5w30, 10w30, 10w40)
-Replace oil filter
•Lubricate chassis - all vital points
•Check and fill differential oil
•Check and fill power steering fluid
-Check and fill transmission fluid
•Check and fill brake fluid
•Check and fill washer fluid
•Check and fill battery fluid
-Inflate tires to proper pressure
-Lubricate door hinges
-Check air cleaner
•Check coolant upon request

1
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We Look Forward
To Seeing You!

Hours: 8 a.m. - 5
Mon.-Sat. p.m.
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759-3278
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FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11, Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for
restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the
doctor to discuss the results.
FREE.

Dr. Dennis L. Fieskett, D.C.
The entire examination is FREE. If you want more
care and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHE R PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,
CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR RAYIAE NT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF
AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING VO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

I CALL for your FREE appointment NOW?

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
11

e-epflee

NMI IIMMI

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
NM MI OM MN OM INN

759-1116
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•Chicago...
FROM PAGE 8

photo

Murray...
FROM PAGE 8

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP)- Ila Borders became the first woman to pitch in
a regular-season game Saturday night in the sixth inning of the St Paul
Saints' Northern League game against Sioux Falls
She struggled, giving up three earned runs without getting an out Borders,
a left-hander, hit her first batter, balked, had a throwing error and gave up a
hit.

American Leegue
An Tines COT
Ebel Division
Pct. GB
W
Battimore
36 15
7C6
Nevi York
30 25
545
Toronto
26 26
500 104
Detrat
472 12
25 28
Boston
423 144
22 30
Central Division
L Pct, GB
W
Cleveland
27 24
529
Mkiraukee
26 25
1
510
Kansas City
462 34
24 28
Chicago
442 4'4
23 29
Minnesota
436 5
24 31
Woof Division
W
L Pct. GO
Texas
547
29 24
Anaheim
1
26 25
528
Seattle
28 27
509 2
Oakland
23 34
404 8
Sunday's Gaines
Mlwaukii• 7. Chicago Whits Sox 4
Kansas cry 6, Texas 2
N.Y. Yankees 11, Boston 6 15 innings
Oakland 8, Toronto 2
Mnneisota 5, Anaheim 4
Seattle 4. Detroit 1
Cleveland at Baltimore, ppd , rain
Monday's Games
N.Y Yankees (Wells 5-3) at Batton (Sole 6-3).
505 p.m
Cleveland (Ogee 5-3) at Baltimore (Karrieried•
4-2). 635 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Akrarez 3-6) at Milwaukee
(Karl 2-6), 705 p.m.
lAnneesta (Radii 4-4) at Texas )Over 24),
7 35 p m.
Unit (Wallis( 3-4) at Oakland (Kimsey 14),
905 pm
Toronto (Andujar 0-0) at swan. (Johnson 7-1),
905 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Game*
Detroit (Blair 3-2) at diiland (Wenger( 2-3). 2:15
pm.
Toronto(W Williams 1-5) at Seattle (Moyer 4-2),
535 p m
Chicago White Sox (Darwin 1:2) at Cleveland
(Coton 0-2), 606 p.m.
NY Yankees (Cone 6-3) at Baltimore (Key 9-1),
6 35 p m
Boston (Swarm 0-0) at Milwaukee (D'Arraco
2-2), 705 pm
Minnesota (Robertson 5-3) at Texas (411 4-2).
7 35 p m
Kansas City (Belcher 5-6) at Anaheim
(D.Sprinoor 3-1). 905 p.m

File

Allen Thompson (left) and Johnny Harrison helped Murray win two relay
events as the Tigers finished as state track runners-up this past
weekend.

Sloan can he forgiven for thinking as much.
Only Bulls coach Phil Jackson
had no doubts. The people he put
out on the floor with Jordan at
the end were all shooters, all able
to catch a pass front a double'
teamed Jordan and launch
game-winner of their own
Not that he ever really was going to pass.
"That play has a lot of options." Jordan explained. grinning. "But once 1 got the hall.
Phil knew the options were limited. There was only one guy.-
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CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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MONDAY, JUNE 2, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIED it) RATES
Diapkty Asti

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Cokann Inch
40% Discount 2iwi Num
40% Discount Sod Pun.
(M J A NW AP PPi,4 0•7# 1a104.1
$2.00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

010
020

025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120

Reader Adl
30* per word, $6.00 minimum
lit day.64 per word per day for
each additionai consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Ciossifieds go into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
band box ods.

Sole $750
A $2.00 tee will be niquiredIo make
any change, to ad ale( deadline.

110

Card of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
1-or Sale Or "1 rade

010

010

Least
Notice

Thanks
140.

INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids for workers compensation
insurance until 1:30 p.m.June 12,1997, Bid
specifications may be picked up in the
Calloway County Judge/Executive's office.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves
the right to accept the lowest and best bid or
to reject any and all bids, to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.
INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids for the interior lining and
product piping upgrade for 2existing underground storage tanks located at the Calloway County Road Department. Bid specifications may be picked up in the Calloway
County Judge/Executive's office. Bids will
be accepted until 1:30 p.m.on June 12, 1997.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves
the right to accept the lowest and best bid or
to reject any and all bids, to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.

INVITATION TO BID

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept sealed bids to purchase the following:
Rip Rap, Dense Grade, 09 Rock, *3 Rock,
*610 Rock, RS2, AE-200 and Primer, 16
Gauge pipes in the following sizes: 12,15, 18,
24, 30,36, 42,48 inch and 14 Gauge pipes in
60 and 72 inch sizes,89 Octane Gas, and off
road high sulfur diesel, 5/8" x 6" x 6' Grader
Blades, 10.00-20 Truck Tires, 13.00-24 and
14.00-24 grader tires. Materials furnished
must be according to Kentucky State Highway specifications. Bids will be accepted
until 1:30 p.m. on June 12, 1997. The
Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the
right to accept the lowest and best bid or to
reject any and all bids, to waive technicalities, or to re-advertise.

ISO

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court at the County
Judge/Executive's office in Murray, Kentucky until 1:30 p.m. on Thursday,June 12,
1997. During the regular meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court on June 12,
1997 at the Weeks Community Center
Auditorium they will be publicly opened and
read aloud for the furnishing of timber
culvert and bridge materials for the year
1997-1998. Prices will be firm through June
30, 1998.
All bidders shall quote unit prices and
quantity discounts which apply to materials
which they offer. All bidders shall submit
with their proposal, specifications pertaining to the product which they are bidding,
the manner of shipment and the delivery
time expected.
Bidders shall furnish product liability
insurance for not less than one million
dollars per structure.
The bridge design must meet or exceed
the Kentucky Department of Transportations specifications for bridge design.
Each bid shall be submitted on the suppliers form, signed in ink and sealed in an
envelope conspicuously marked "culvert
and bridge materials" and the name of the
bidder.
The right is reserved to reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof, and to make
awards in any manner deemed to be in the
best interest of Calloway County,Kentucky.

20LB LP Gas
$5.95 w/sd. B&B Brokers,
701 S 12th St
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
DANCERS for your special
occasion 247-0573 or
247-3767

Individual and Group Picture Service
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Individual and Group
Picture Service for the 1997-1998 school year.
Bids will be accepted until 11:00 a.m., June 12,
1997. Specifications are on file at the Board office
at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Any interested bidders may obtain copies at that
location. Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 753-3033.The Calloway
County Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any andior all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

jnvitation to Bid
1997 Floor Finishing Project
The Calloway County Board of Education is

accepting sealed bids for the 1997 Floor
Finishing Project. This project includes
sand, paint, and finish the gym floor at the
High School and Middle School. Bids will be
accepted until 1:30 p.m. on June 11, 1997.
Specifications are on file at the Board office
at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071. Any interested bidders may obtain
copies at that location. Further information
may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon
at 753-3033. The Calloway County Board of
Education retains the right to reject any
and/or all bids and to waive any minor
irregulations in the bids.

ii

a.m. • 6 p.m.

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
NEED a Summer Fund
Raiser for your favorite
sports team, Scout troop,
band or any other organization? Make some serious
funds!! Its so easy, you'll
want to do it year- round!
Send inquiries to: P.O.Box
1873, Murray, KY 42071
(Please include name and
phone number)

Don't Compare Me With Imgators
• a.m. to 10 p.m. Deity & Sunday
For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0500

FOUND Medium sized
black dog Salem Church
area Free to good home if
owner is not found Afternoon,435-4565

Say

Experienced or Inexperienced Free
CDL Training Salary/Bonuses/Benefits

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free informa
Don call •

Jones (t
Strawberries
Pick Your Own
60t at.
Lots of nice ripe berries.

1.7 mt south of
Sedalia, Hwy. 381.
Bring Your Containers
C't

328-8543 Ci

Sale

560
570

Master Card

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Culny Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Camper.
.
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce '
Deadlines are 2 days
Free
in achy:mot
... Wanted

OFFICE HOURS;

Mon.-Fd. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

The Ballet Studio
of Nancy Z. Nerney

Computers
SUMMER Compute
Camp for Kids ages 6-14
1 week long, 8-12AM or
1-5PM,$149. Call Hawkins
Research today and register_ 753-7001

and

The Ballet Company
present

June Ballet Intensive 1997

615-758-4778

10
Want
WANTED - Die Repairman
To Boy
Straight days. Full benefits.
Air conditioned facility. Call ANTIQUES by the piece or
901-247-8574 or send re- collections 753-9433 day
Reward for solid
sume to PO Box 818, Paris, or night.
white Persian cat
,TN 38242.
CASH paid for good, used
lost in Gatesborrifles, shotguns, and pisough Subdivision.
070
tols Benson Sporting
Needs special food
Domestic
Goods, 519 S 12th,
& Childcare
to survive.
Murray.
ALL CLEAN We clean it COMIC books, toys,
Call 753-2537
ALL! Homes, offices, & games, cards & tv related
or Westside
_even windows! For a free items before 1970
Veterinary.
estimate call 436-5703, 653-5118
leave message.
STANDING TIMBER- any
BABYSIT in my home. species, large or small
Non-smoker Christiam at- tracts 502-753-2533
ofin
mosphere References.
Hale
WANTED Riding mowers
Ask for Cathy 759-8532.
Wanted
that need work 436-2867
CLEANING is my business.
BOOKKEEPER/ Secretary
Home or office Call Linda,
for local decorating busi759-9553.
ness Must be proficient in
manual and computer EXPERIENCED cleaning
bookkeeping Apply at lady desires housecleaning 1994 RUNNING boards &
Black's Decorating Center, position. 489-2443, after camper top for Ford pick701 South 4th Street, Mur- 4pm.
up $300 Call 753-0839
ray, KY
HOUSE cleaning & corn- between the hours of
EAST Side BP, 119 Main, merc,ial cleaning Call Lori 700am & 5 00pm
across from Briggs & Strat- 474-8340
6 DRAWER dresser,
ton No phone calls please
HOUSE & office cleaning. electric 40gal water heater,
EXPERIENCED carpenter Fast, efficient & reason- MIG wire welder, vinyl sofa,
in custom finish & framing able.
Phone Coleman camp stove,
weight bench, medal shelv436-2766
(502)753-6199
ing for shed. Leave mesHEAVY equipment & diesel ROOM To Grow Preschool, sage, 492-6126.
mechanic Benefits + pay a reputable, prestigious
based on experience. Pick center with certified AIR Fresheners for your
up application at. 719 S 4th teacher; low teacher/ child home, only $5.50 per four
St
ratios; -openings available (4) weeks service 29 frafor one to three year olds. grances available. Call
MURRAY Christian
Enroll your child today! Call (502)753-9094.
Academy is now accepting
753-6578 to learn more ab- ALPINE air purification sysapplications for certified
out this innovative child de- tem. Best offer. 753-6149
teachers K-8 grade. Call
velopment center.
759-1321.
BEAUTIFUL wedding
WILL dean houses Refer- dress. Lots of pearls & lace
ences
Reasonable
rates
OTFLiruck driver. Convenw/7ft train. Size 5/6, Call
tionlr tractor, (van), be 437-4064
759-8614 after 5:30pm.
home regular. Must have at WILL sit with elderly anyleast 1 yr experience. Call time Call 436-5228 or BOOKS $6 dozen, puzzles
Yi price! S-nes, Sega, cd's,
753-0912.
436-2619
tapes, movies. Buy 3 get 1
POSITION open for part
free! Booktrader, opposite
time secretary (25 hours
Penney's, Mayfield
per week). Requires good
251-3233.
typing, computer and comCOLOR tv, VCR, stereo,
munication skills. Send re- DEPENDABLE, hardwork
computer, 8 track player,
sume, including references
rig, ambitious '97 MSU gra
turn table, cassette deck,
to P.O.Box 1040Y, Murray,
duate (English Ed BA
speakers, rowing machine,
KY 42071.
seeks employment
exercyde, shag rug $40
REHAB aide in Therapy (502)767-9656
each 502-354-9150
Dept Part time in nursing
HAVE fun riding a Honda
110
home. Summer help, must
Spree Moped
Call
be 18yrs old. Call
753-5738
Instruction
759-0257.
LAKE Lot- Hwy 280, V,
mile from Blood River,
In The Classifieds
$2,200 Cash. 14X70 21x &
lot on Post Oak Rd, Murray,
$14,000. 1992 Streamline
For Ages 7-12
Arabian Hot tub 8 people.
856-3909

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

HALEY'S
11109Pucit

CANCER
INSURANCE

TO all shell diggers, divers.
brailers, toe diggers, etc
there will be a meeting held
Sunday June 1st at 2pm at
the Benton City Park Ben
ton, KY In the parking lot
beside the Community
Center

410Pioo‘

FEMALE, 57 years young,
looking for roommate to
share quiet, modest 2br
home, 14 miles N of Murray References. Honesty a
must $140/mo, 7# utjtities
+ deposit Call 8am-4pm,
753-1748

753-5865

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

'I give advice on Business. Marriage, and Love Affairs
'Bring Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

Murray, Ky. 42071

1 day service on car
stereos Call Barry for
details

Notice

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God

20e & 12th Street

Roommate
Wanted

•Ires locoi claim service'

Mrs Ann

OTR Drivers

Invitation to Bid

Electronic
Repair

For

ADJUSTMENTS
Advedisors one naquosted
to check the fkst insertion
of Moir ode for any sow.
Murray Ledger &Times will
be responsiblefor only one
incorrect Insertion. My error should be reported immediately so corrections
can be made.

120

The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for 10 Freon Detectors.
Bids will be accepted until 1:00 p.m. on June
11, 1997. Specifications are on file at the
Board office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders
may obtain copies at that location. Further
information may be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 753-3033. The Calloway
County Board ofEducation retains the right
to reject any and/or all bids and to waive any
minor irregularities in the bids.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

020

Farms
...Homes

450
460

Help
Wanted

jnvitation to Bid
Freon Detectors

10

Happy Birthday
470
For Sale or Lease
365
480
for
Sale
Property
.Commercial
370
Pets & Supplies 485
380
Livestock & Supplies 490
390 ..
Yard Sale 495
400
Public Sale 500
410
Horne Loans 510
420
Real Estate 520 .
430
Lake Propeny 530
43.c
.
.. Lots For Sale 550
4.40

149al
Notice

040

Furnishing of culvert and bridge
materials
For the year 1997-98

In Memory,
...........Miscellaneous
260. Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280.. .
Mobile Homes For Rent
285. Mobile Home Lots For Rent
.Heating And Cooling
290
300
. Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
. ..Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
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MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

BASEBALL
Instruction

Monday-Friday
By Appointment

Call

Shane
Andrus
753-3862
120
Computes
133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1.6GB
w/1 FREE training- FREE
software Only $1499.00.
753-7001
200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi-Media Homo Computer 32MB/2 1GB w/15" M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999.00. Hawkins Research 753-7001
6.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pin MEMORY.
FREE installation required.
Located 11 Inches east of
Papa John's Pizza. 1304
Chestnut 753-7001.
FOR Sale. IBM Thinkpad
355 CS, color screen, windows 3.1,8 nieg RAM, 170
meg HD w/carrying case
Call 753-5171.
LIVE INTERNET training
with FREE manual, 6-9PM
Monday's $49 prepaid
Other subjects available
Hawkins Research
753-7001

LIKE new electric hospital
bed. 489-2278
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
steel toe work boots, Army
pants, camping supplies
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
402 S 6th St, Mayfield, KY
MOWERS 753-8292
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors_
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722.

Classes begin June 9th 10:00 to 12:30 M-F
and continue through June 27th.
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CARPET &FL

OR COVERING

Don't etisat YOURSELF when buying =pet' Without proper
installation, your carpet or other floor covering will not look as
beautiful and certainty will not last as long
We sail MI 1sr amity camel Wnyt de and hardwood

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 years Ex peril/IWO is Taocx
Jim Knight
Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
ithionrs
Hwy 641 - 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
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Tapes
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Looking for a unique
Father's Day Gift?
Make Dad a hero!
He'll never forget
birthdays, anniversaries or
special occasions with the

National Reminder Service
Only $39 for Lifetime
Membership

call 753-0175 to order
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Field Crop Workers Needed

6/26/97 - 6/1/98
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to those beyond
local recruiting area, transportation &
subsistence paid when 1/2 contract
met. $5.68/hr. - planning, cultivating
& harvesting. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a de-

pendable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

ZENITH 25" console tv,
oak, $150. 2 hospital type
beds, electric adjustable
head& foot, $500 each.
753-9240.
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Appliances
25CU ft Kenrilore side by
side refrig., almond, ice
maker thru door water/ ice,
excellent condition, serious
inquires only please Call
753-5584.
KENMORE extra large capaity washer/ dryer, excellent condition, 1yr old,
white, $700. 759-5834,
leave message.
150

Homo
Fundaldnpa
1 LIGHT blue formal couch,
1 rust loose pillow couch
w/hide-a-bed, 3 wicker and
glass end tables.
753-2615
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STAFF SPEECH PATHOLOGIST:
Full-bme position. Qualified applicants must possess a Master's Degree in Speech Pathology and
must be licensed to practice in the state of
Kentucky. Clinical Fellowship yew accepted.
Interest or experience in Pediatrics preferred.
Excellent salary and benefits.
For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Mobk
Homes Foe Sale

Business
Rentals

2 FLORAL covered wing
back chairs, 2 antique
cherry end tables, wood
chest of drawers, small off
white chair 753-5063

1980 24X70 HOLIDAY
double wide mobile home
Call 435-4201. after 6pm

641 Storage
MI Sizes
Available
753-5585

NEW black/ while computer desk & chair, $100 Almost new black/ gray 6X10
$30 Almost new
weight bench with weights.
$50 759 5834, leave
message
NICE kingsize waterbed
lighted
headboard Call
753 5004
SOLID light oak table, tour
chairs Table is 36'1(41 with 12- extension leaf
753 3659

rt.
180
Lawn I
Garden

io
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M-F

CLAY Pots large & small
plain & decorative, strawberry pots clay window
boxes azalea pots, con
crete planter. bird baths &
more Coast to Coast Hard
ware Central Shopping
Center
STEPPING Stones, land
scape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors Also, potting soil top soil, peat &
cow manure Play sand
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center

info.

16FT Delta stock trailer
Call 753-2900,after 5pm
489-2870
it proper
look as
stood

RK

GOOSENECK horse trailer
with dressing room,6 wide,
horse drawn wagon.
leather harness and good
trail horse 753-5034

Murray

iSai,

BASEBALL cards for sale
436-2101
BHB Firearms has moved
10 town. 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

1985 14X70 on 1 acre lot
Needs well Almo area
$12,500 obo 759-2484
1994 CLAYTON doublew;de, 3br, 2 baths WM pay to
have moved within 50 mile
radius 753-9615
2BR trailer for sale
753-9866

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 10,4 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

GALLIMORE Trailer Sales
Inc. at Puryear, TN is now
offering finanang on all our
trailers Trailer sizes ranging horn 5X8 utility trailers
to 30h gooseneck Price
ranging front $299 & up
For information call
(901)247-5156

1 & 2BR apartments
Stove refrigerator, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, water,
trash pick-up & lawn care
provided Farmington
Square Starts at $315/mo
plus deposit No pets
762 4483 or 345-2748 after
4pm

IN Rivera Courts. $4,500
Call 901-479-3449, 8-9arn
Mon thru Fri

1BR dose to university &
hospital Some utilities
paid Reasonable price
753-8756

280

2BR in Hazel $240/mo,
deposit required
492-6151
2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
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VITAMASTER exercise
bike with computerized display Good condition
Hardly ever used. $100
obo Leave message at
489 2877

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612

WEDDING PACKAGE. At
fordable, romantic, elegant
Planned Just for you. Includes little chapel, ordained minister, music,
flowers, bridal gown, m -o-h
dress, tuxedos, videos &
photos Honeymoon suite,
tacuzzi and limousine On
beautiful KY Lake.
1-888-367-6757 or
753,1300 free into Mr J's
Formal Wear & Limousine

ded

rond

Retail Space
Available
immediately.
2000 sq ft in
Be! Air Center

DIAL

tract

Posfend
* of
pled
irred
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Houses
For Rant

Ed
'
s Wheel Alignment

a-3BR, appliances furnished, 6139 St RI 121
North $450/mo 759-4696

753-1916

Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 nurrter first When you
hear a recorded message enter the
Access Code 85

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
•-•• f=;li
and Limousine
yr

*
*
*
*

Jim Caylor
Ronnie England

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on site of wedding
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

David's Cleaning Services

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry

-Cleaning'
lonyi Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Elndt Dnveways
• Panting Lots • Al Exienor Clearing • Acid Cleaning Available
David Borders
Phone
(502)759-4734
Insured
Completely Mobile
Cellular (502)853-1108

Complete Residential Masonry
-Brick
•Stone
-Blocks

-Complete Foundations

Office 492-8516 Pager 742-8516 Mobile 753-6412-284

Commercial Waste.
Disposal

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

SUPPLEMENT

Tabers Body Shop

You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$760 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

637 South 3rd
24-Hr. Towing (Large or Small)

Auto Body Repair &

753-31-34
What aW ay to Start the Week!!

- Dial Now

MEDICARE

t'
C ' _.:1

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

4dvertise 1-Iere!

*"..144;11•1--rtr...'s
rt,

AKC Maltese male, tOwks
old, extra tiny $400 Also
female Will take deposits
376-2715 Mayfield
BEAUTIFUL big AKC
Longhair German She
pherd puppies, grey, pa
rents German, mest see
$200 753-9270
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
FREE to loving home '.
SIB Australian Blue Healer
puppies, approx 8-10
weeks old 2 males left Call
753-2240 if interested

AOHA mare 11yrs old
good horse for kids or any
one to ride $1,000
435-4420

2BR brick house. 1 bath,
hardwood floors, large living room, large eat in FOR SALE: 10 plus
kitchen with stove & re- Wooded acres, 5 minutes
frigerator, w/d hook-ups, from Kentucky Lake. Ma
carport, 1 block form cam- ture trees, private road
pus at 1652 Ryan $550 per apprx 12 miles east of Mur
month, we month deposit ray. $40,000 Call 474 8704
after 5pm or leave
753-6424
message
2BR, central gas h/a, $450
HALEY Appraisals Bob
plus deposit 753-5592
Haley state certified
3BR, 1A bath, central gas 759 4218
heat & air, city water 7. mi
from city limits on 641 KOPPERUD Realty has
North S475/mo, deposit & buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
references 753-3533
you are thinking of selling
3BR, 2 bath $350/mo contact one of our courte
753-8292
ous and professional
3BR house, 2 car garge. 2 agents at 753 1222 or stop
baths for rent 354-6923, by office at 711 Main St
527-0493
LAND for sale 5 and 10
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609 - acre tracts 12 miles from
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Cen- downtown Murray in Tentral h/a Available now Col- nessee
Call
eman RE, 753-9898
901 247 5153

IX

KTN CARPET CLEANING

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753 7536

DAVID
Alexander
Horseshoemg 15yrs ex
perience in taking care of all
your horses hoof needs
2BR. 1A bath townhouse, Cold & corrective shoeing
almost new $500/mo, 1mo 489 6106
deposit, lyr lease No pets
753-2905

u.autc!,..rit5

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks ttc.
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Edcrion Jones, Owner
Murray, KY 42071 7:004:00
(502) 753-1351

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 S40/mo 759-4081

1BR lake house, screened
porch, appliances furnished, 1460 Poplar Spring
Dr $325/mo 759-4696

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Randy Reference)

;tate
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AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr
Murray, KY 759-4984.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

Call 753-4751

tting

!071

2BR, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Available now. Coleman RE.
753-9898.

For Lease

310

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week- (13 week minimum)

)n&

3 deellent
ance,
; and

2BR duplex, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, deck, extra
nice $425/mo, $425 de
psoit Year lease required
436-5725

5000S0 ft building for rent
on Industrial Road Call
753 5976, after 5 call
436 5862

NICE 2br apt, 921 N 16th
St $275/mo plus deposit
Call 436 5416

Dial-A-Service

pro-

lye

2BR Duplex in Northwood,
$400/mo 759-4406

753-3853

Foe Rent
Or Lamm

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near ROTTWEILER puppies
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main AKC registered $150
St 753-1252 before 5pm, 759-1576
753-0606 after 5pm

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up $475/mo, lyr
lease, Imo deposit Nopets 753-2905

2BR Duplex carport appliances, lease, no pets,
$450, mo 1817 Ridgewood
Dr 753-7457

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2d0
Miscellaneous

MINI Farm for sale Building spot and 30 to 83 acres
Clarks River Bottom land
$1500 acre Call 436 5099

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

2BR Duplex, appliances,
central heat & air, yard
maintained. $4 50
753-8096

METAL gun cabinet (Homack), new $175 or best
offer Call 753 0189

LOOKING FOR A PLACE
TO LIVE' We have a country community in Hardin
We have 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments, with cool central air Lots of space & a
playground for kids! Hand
'capped Accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity Call
Hilldale Apts 437 4113
7 30am-3 30pm TDDI
1-800-545-1833 Ext 287

1BR, water & appliances
included, reference & deposit required No pets
$225/mo 753-3949 or
748-5924

BUI11110011
Rentals

GUNS buy, sell, trade
436-5650

360

Pots
& Supplies

1BR, nice, appliances furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR 1 bath w/carport appliances furnished, w/d
hookup $475/mo 1 Year
lease 1 month deposit No
pets
753 2905 or
753-7536

LARGE 3br 1 bath home in
Murray, w/d hook-up.gar
age No pets $350'mo
$350 deposit 759-1519

350

1BR extra large duplex
appliances furnished, 1628
Miller, Apt/ B $275/mo
759-4696

2BR with appliances 15
minutes from Murray
$275+mo plus deposit
436-5697

AVAILABLE June 1st, Noce
2br duplexes, appkances
furnished, central hie, no
pets 435-4294

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake•
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

1 ROOM furnished efficiency near MSU Pencel
utilities furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898

lobbies
Homes For Rent

Houses
Fee Real

CABIN for rent, lake front
with boat clock, Cypress
area Day $45, week $300
month $600 436-5099

4 CAR garage 753-4509

son

Apartmsets
Fee Rent

BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
duplex, garage, stove, refrigerator. w/d, deck
Lease No pets 1706 Oakhill Dr $600/mo 753-7457

2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753-2552

CHOOSE horn our huge
inventory or customer order
your new dream home
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
(Lake Hwy) 2427 E Wood
St, Pans TN your housing
leader 1-800-642-4891

JUNE Special' Lovely 3br,
2 baths. delivered & set-up
$189/mo Price includes
stove, refrigerator & storm
windows Deluxe doublewide 28X52 3br. 2 baths,
delivered & set up,
$263/mo Price ..includes
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, vinyl siding,
shingle roof & shutters Call
767-9787 Woodland Estates, 189 Seth Lane, Murray,KY
42071.
502 767-9787 Fax
502-759-8904

110
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Used
Trucks

INVESTNIENT
POTENTIAL
Small two bedroom
home on excellent lot
adjacent to Murray
State, S29.500 Don't
overlook this one.
Call today 751 1651

PRI\I F;
LocATioN
W Beautiful 1 bed
room 2 bath brick
h'iti
with garden
:ix): and outbuilding
Pt i,. ed in the
s

cOl•NTRY
LINING IN
STYLE
nearly
Inunaiulate
nev. 4 bedroom, lots
of extras. North of
To u n ('all 753-1651
today for your per
sonal tour.

COLDIUOLL
IBAINIVIIR0
Woods & Associates
114 So 12th Street
Murray, KY 12.071
753-1651

Bode
& Motors

NEW Home 3br, 2 bath, 1988 CHEVY Silverado
large 2 car garage 7 C1500 SWB stepside
closets large front porch, loaded 70xxx miles
rear deck CHA. natural 436 2794 or 742-3596
gas Nice home 753-1428 (Pager)
after 6pm
1989 FORD Ranger, extra
NICE 3br home on extra big dean 60xxx actual miles
lot Great location to Murray Call 436-5614 after 6pm
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50's Call 1994 FORD Ranger, ex
tended cab, XLT, blue, 5sp
753 1623
43.XXX miles, excellent
OWNER will finance with condition
$9,750
20°,,, down 1.i baths 3br 759 4557
home on 2 r. acre with barn
& large shop Semi country 1996 CHEVY truck ext
living $75 000 Call cab white, loaded, auto
maw low mileage, extra
382 2534
clean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987, leave message

1969 OUTBOARD with
2Chp Evinrude trolling mo
tor & Wailer 436-2102, ask
for Ben
1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Moe
cruiser engine Excellent
condition, low hours In
dudes trailer $6,000 Call
Bill 753 1222 days
753 6620 evenings
1988 MERCURY Classic
50 outboard motor, power
T&T 436 2751
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft
pontoon boat with 1989
Manner 135hp motor Call
753 9950 AM 759 1828
PM
1991 DUFIACRAFT 16t1 all
welded boat 40hp Mariner
motor 759 9609 leave
message

510
1985 YAMAHA VENTURE
Campers
ROYALE $3 750 fairing
saddlebags trunk radio 1972 CAMPER. 19/, ft
cassette cruise intercom. $2 100 436-2237
new battery Call after 6pm
502 759-4565
28FT camper, sleeps 6
1994 HONDA FourTrax good condition 753 5034
4X4 300 hunter green, excellent condition Call
759 8608, after 4pm

1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
Excel, 225 Evinrude, ex
tended deck est warranty
Lots of extras 436-5682
after 6pm

1995 YZF 600, excellent
condition. 10,XXX miles
Vance & Hines exhaust,
helmet & chatter box
$4,500 502-527-1583
750 YAMAHA Maxim
$1,200 obo 436-S9

4BR 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
492 6200 or
iced
753-7688
BY Owner 3br full base
ment (with apartment)
trailer hook up all on 3
acres 94E 11 miles and 2
miles from lake Call
767-9750
BY Owner house & approx
37 acres Call 753 1126
after 5pm
BY Owner On quiet, con
venient Loth Lomond Dr,
2100sq ft living area,
3081sq ft under root cus
torn built mid 60's by well
known local builder, excel
lent condition Brick & vinyl
exterior Formal dining
room & living room, 18 X24'
family room 3br including
17'4 X18' master suite with
vaulted ceiling, skylight,
garden tub walk in closet
with sliding glass door onto
patio to beautiful
20X40•X9 inground pool
2'. baths hardwood & car
pet all appliances central
at with gas heat & water
office exercise room
24)(30- detached garage
completely finished with
floor drain fenced in back
yard with separate fenced
dog pen & run Shown by
appointment Financing op
Dons available $119000
753-4325
BY owner 2117 Brookha
yen Dr offers 3br, 2 bath
home den with wet bar
study new central gas h a
in 1996 Call 753 9512
CUSTOM 3br, 2 bath in
Preston Heights Subdivi
sion, large closets cathed
ral ceilings All the extras
Must seel 753 4023 or
753-7441

FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Ma- ESTATE Sale 3br, 1 bath
ture trees, private road, in town garage, central ha
apprx 12 miles east of Mur- with separate lbr rental
ray, $40,000 Call 474-8704 unit, $63,900 759-9932
after 5pm or leave
JUST Reduced' Charming
MeSS-agar
well built 3br, 2 bath brick
ranch located lust outside
city limits This quality 3yr
old home features large
kitchen, large master area,
LOTS! We have the loca- fenced in backyard, all city
tion, price & size to fit your utilities, professional landlifestyle All yr/city utilities scaping Contact Rich at
Contact Kenny or Valane Kopperud Realty 753-1222
753-9950 AM or 762-0009 for your showing of MLSN
3000905
PM
NEW on the market Well
maintained, 3br, 2 bath
bock home with vinyl trim
Detached 24x24 garage
1300 SO ft 2br, 1 bath, with vinyl siding Spacious.
central h/a 1 car garage, fenced backyard with 21ft
recently remodeled 502 above ground pool and ad
Olive $52,900 759-4960 joining deck Modern ap
phances in kitchen Resi
1625 CATALINA, 3br on denbal area close to town
corner lot Yr/fenced back- Call for an appointment
yard, new roof, central gas 753-7836
ha stove, microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
Priced at $72,000
story brick home Let your
759-1594
kids walk to school Close
2BR, 1 bath A frame, cen- to Murray Middle School &
tral h/a, close to lake
Hospital Newly remodeled
$32,500 436-5040
kitchen & cabinets, new
2BR, 1 bath home, in need carpet. central gas &
of repair. on 2 or more large backyard Excellent
acres, east of Murray near home for young couple Of•
Irvin Cobb Resort $20,000 fered at $69,500
753-3445
474-2003
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
2YR old home,4 miles horn
baths Open foyer, col
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of umns, tile floors, etc etc
City subdivision Ready to
extras 753-4761
sell 759-2571. 435-4013,
3BR, 1/, bath brick home 435-4040
Dining room, full basement
w/fireplace, hardwood
NEW 4br, 2.5 bath home,
floors, garage & carport,
flooring throughhardwood
1A acres, lA miles from
out, vaulted ceilings, quality
town Must see $95,000
craftsmanship throughout
753-8820 or 759-4405
For private showing.
753-9950am, 759-18213pm
3BR, 2 bath brick, 5 miles of 762-0009pm
W of Murray, $54,900
NEW Dryvit home 3br, 24
489-2449
baths By appointment
4BR, 14 baths. 1200sq ft only
753-9950 am.
home in town Make offer in 759-1828 pm, 762-0009
$50's Call 753-0443,
Pm

Spring Construction Special!
535.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
1979 DELTA 88. runs
good, $475 753-5696

designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.

1981 VW Rabbit. diesel
$950 753 7582
411=11111.
, 4
:4

1984 CORVETTE, one
owner. 45 XXX miles, dean
inside & out 1983 Cad. 1
owner. 75,XXX miles
492 6230
1984 Z28 Camaro with 327
t tops $2,500 753-7970
1988 PLYMOUTH Reliant
4dr auto air, 4cyl great
body no rust runs great
Must sell Moving $1,650
obo 767 0508
0
1989 MERCURY Sable, digital dash, leather interior.
V 6. a/c, all power $4,400
obo 759 8849
1989 MUSTANG LX. auto
matic am fm cassette
black $2995 759 1922
1989 NISSAN Pulsar NX
one owner, good condition
Call 753 7857 after 6pm
1990 NISSAN 5sp air
good condition $3,900
753 9523
1990 TOYOTA Celica ST,
auto, 79 XXX miles
$6,750
Must sell!
759 4017
1992 EAGLE Talon TSI.
red loaded. 5sp, new tires,
76 XXX $9,950 Call
753 3873
1992 LINCOLN Town car,
by owner 753 7419
1993 MAZDA Miata, white
& tan rear spoiler, tan
leather interior, loaded with
extras custom wheels, excellent condition with only
16,XXX miles $14,500
Call 759-1562
1994 TOYOTA Corolla,
40.XXX miles Nice car
753 5034
1995 BONNEVILLE, 4dr,
white loaded, sharp
30,000 miles, $14,500 obo
753 6172 leave message
1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
white 5sp, good condition
Need to sell, best reasonable offer! 436-6026, leave
message
MUST sell! Must see! 1997
Nissan Albma GXE, 4dr,
auto, a-c, a/I, air bag Warranty fully loaded, 25xxx
miles Nice clean car Garnet red, grey cloth interior,
new tires, $13,800
382 2848
WHITE Dodge Dynasty,
good motor, good gas mileage $2,850 753-5292

ffiattely
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Great location for
now and the future.

Call
502-435-4487
'
or
800-265-7786

ATTENTION!
Car & Truck Buyers
Yes You Do Qualify
24 Hour Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
Benton, KY
800-457-4866
502-527-8671
Ask For Doug Clark

Carroll 301 Ash St.
AUTOMOTIVE
Repair 759-3190
"Where Honesty & Integrity Still Count"

Mark Carroll
Owner & Operator

20% Disc. On Labor Only
1%/Ad Thru 6-30-97

JACKSON
PURCHASE
TITLE
COMPANY, INC.
304 Maple Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1737 • Fax (502) 759-4625
Abstracts, Nee, Loam Cloaais, ParrhamalSale Areawa.r. ESC
Call for -Alt' of Your Raul F_rtaut keeds
Reasosusbk Rates • Fm WWI Consultation

RICKY A. LAMKIN, Owner
Attorney At Law
210 Acres
In 5 Tracts

210 Acnis
1i5 Tracts
Absolute
Real Estate Auction
And Tobacco Base

Saturday, Juno 7, 1997 • 10 a.m.
495
Vans
1988 MITSUBISHI, $3900
a/c front & back, 7 passenger. sleeps 2, captains
chairs, rebuilt engine Can
finance $800 down, $1.000
below book By owner
753-5193
1990 DODGE Caravan LE,
good condition, $3,000
Call 354-6138, after 5pm

1970 Twin Screw Interne
bonal 2 ton, cab& chassis
392 engine, 5 & 3 transmis
sion, p/s, $900 obo
753-2533.
1971 CHEVY 1 ton dually
with flat bed Sharp
753-5034
1977 CHEVY, nice, very
dependable $2,200
492-8475
1978 DODGE 1 ton dually
759 3349

The farms of Dan Moms 18 miles South of Mayheki.
Kentucky near the Rhodes Chapel!Community on Highway
1382. Located 6t/r miles South West of Lynnvale,Kentucky
Auction will be herd on Tract Frye on High Road.
210 Acres lobe sold in 5 Tracts 3 - Traction Highway 1382
and 2 Tracts on High Road.
TRACT ONE 30 acres on Highway 1382 Bottom land and
rolling land.
TRACT TWO: Old house & shed on 2 acres on Highway
1382. House has been used for tobacco stripping.
TRACT THREE: 47 acres of pasture land and woods. This
Tract is fenced. Located on the corner of Hill Cemetery Road
and Highway 1382
TRACT FOUR: Good tobacco barn and 11 acres on High
Road.
TRACT FIVE 120 acres bottom lend and hill kind. Has old
dairy barn & old stock barn, metal barn 72x100, concrete
6110 24030 also has 4 inch well.
TOBACCO BASES: 2.57 Dark Fired & 39 Air-cured
Tobacco bases will be sold after farms
TERMS' 10% down on Real Estate day of Auction cash
balance with deed within 30 days. Terms of tobacco cash
day of Auction.
NOTE. Crops have been put out on Tracts one & free. New
buyer will receive owners share of crop. Buyer of old house
will have to sign lead base point waver
Property may be seen any day before Auction by contacting
selling agents. Phone 502-874-5523 or 874-5859.
Owner Den Morrie

Col. Paul Wilkerson & sons
Real Estate & .tecliorn
losses, KV (502) 674-5523 ow 15021 674-5659
rx,k•
/ 1411111.1.1.6 674 ‘566
roa 4,454
/111C10111U1 a Et litslt 555*1
MCIIONFER a file tatall wen
Cana Su: Susi.., 624 5651
1641 V.I.. 147-6752
Al 611
5111111 K 1. Al ITN /54,11-14
\11111.N1
1474 5560
66-e
AWN"NI ICI A1 V1101511.111
,,r• MAW,:th.raalr coma I PAYS!
slkt

1985 GMC 4X4, new engine and tires 489-2278
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1995 DAYTONA Tigershark, 1994 Montego
Togershark, 1995 Double
Sailer Call 753-9950

mb Brothers

Tree Service

1995 TIGER Shark Montego with cover. well maintained $3,200 firm
436-5080, leave message
530
Swims
Offered

Handyman

30

Services
Offered

Servkes
Offered

Sesta
& Meters

5O2-30-5744
1.-800-54113-5.262
WEN= a INSURED Free E.1101111111141
24 Hr Service
H.45. Triximaig
_.jlr4
47
1
";Tree Spreywas
Trot a Strop
Removal

Tree Trurialwag
0441111412 Service

Fmu Lae.
Eqiiipsestar
1e,
..

Home Repairs
Inside & Out
All Work
Guaranteed

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

753-7930

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY

MURRAY

13entnd Bunny Bread)

753- 9aao

.1)

- LAMB BROS

tkrZ1 ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

AFFORDABLE homes built
on your lot, starting at $35
sq ft Free consultation &
estimates S&K Construction 7530-7091

A&H Roofing licensed &
insured All work guaranteed (502)924-0616,
(502)522-6255
ALL around hauling. Junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, tree work
436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGO
certified 489-2214

Services
Misted

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts wit/ranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPUANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
Appliance Repair Service
Professional- Dependable
502-767-9552
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry And home repairs.
Free estimates 759-0505
Elite Building.

S30

Services
Offered

BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, boshogging
and blade work. Phone
435-4465.
BUSH-HOGGING- garden
and yard tilling- grader
blade work- front end
loader work- yards mowed
FREE ESTIMATES Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912
BUSHOGGING, garden &
lawns rototilled Haul sand,
stone & gravel Light blade
work Jonesy 437-4030

PRIMP

11116..ailkir
00•447/mGiC001oNGPFICCUCT

HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
Heating & Air Conditioning • Gas Piping •
New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co
Fully Licensed & Insured • 14 Years Experience

Joe.) Herndon
KY LIC *M03569
KY lAc 1300123

Arcoaire
498-8980
4125 MM Creek load
Crossland

Darren Parker
KY Lac to0298:

B 6 S Trucking
6 Septic Tanks

ALL types home repair
and maintanence Morris
Property Management
759-4599

ta
eitt,* New Septic Systems e
Repairs
&
All Backhoe Work & Hauling

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

(502) 474-8267

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
timates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

Services
Mimed

CUSTOM bulldozing and McDANIEL Construction
backhoe work, septic sys- Specializes in custom
tems, 354-8161 alter 4pm, home construction. planning, design mrxliScation,
Horace Sholar
general construction. and
Cleaning
SerDAVID'S
light excavation. Over 15
vices. •Cleaning" vinyl sid- years experience. Full ining. homes, mobile homes, sured. Free estimates.
boats, brick driveways, (502)436-2766.
parking lots, all., exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning MIDWAY FENCE Co.
available David Borders, Chain Ilnit & vinyl hones at
Insured, Completely Mo- r•asonable prIc•s.
759-1519.
bile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
MOODY'S Mower Repair
ELECTRICIAN- R&R Pickup and delivery
ELECTRIC New construc- 753-5668
tion, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical mainte- PAINTING Interior- externance and repair Call any- ior Free estimates. Home
time. Murray. 762-0001, repair 436-5032.
cell. 519-1592
PLUMBING repairs, fast
ELECTRONICS INSTAL- service. 436-5255.
LATION SPECIAUSTS Di- ROOFING- New roofs,
rect TV Satellite systems tearoffs, remols. Free estifrom $129 DSS Satellite mates. 437-4718.
systems serviced and inSEAMLESS gutters installed Phone jacks added
Internet and tax lacks in- stalled, residential or comstalled Cable jacks in- mercial, Servall Gutter Co
stalled Complete sales 753-6433
and service on all types of
SUREWA.Y Tree & Stump
phone systems Burglar
Removal. Insured with full
servsystems
and security
line of equipment. Free esiced and installed Chip
timates. Day or night,
Veal, Owner 753-7567.
753-5484.
EXPERIENCED GAR- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
DENER Will maintain es- aluminum gutters, variety
tablished landscapes on of colors. Licensed, inyear round basis Known sured. Estimate available
throughout the area for ex- 759-4690
tensive Horticultural knowledge 753-6265
VINYL Rsplac•m•nt
GARDEN tilling, grader Windows- special this
blade work, bushhogging month. Call for free estilots Gerald Carroll, mate. Morris Property Management. 759-4599.
492-6159
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
HANDYWORK odd jobs 20 years experience. Roofwanted No job too small -ing, additions, vinyl siding,
Just give us a call, decks, remodeling. Call
753-2388
753-2592
HARDWOOD FLOOR in- WEST KY Lawn Care.
stallation and finishing
Mowing, trimming, fertilizCustom design Affordable ing, liming, aerating,
rates 753-7860
mulching, landscaping.
JOHN'S Lawn Care Low Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
rates Call 474-8188
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
Home
ImLAMB Brother
provements, remodeling, WOOD VCR- repairing
additions, roofing, siding, VCR's, microwaves, Mon Fri,9-12, 1-5. Free estitree estimates. 436-2269.
mates Visa/MC accepted
LAWNS mowed Riding or 753-0530.
push mowing 753-4692 or
753-7771
560
LEE'S CARPET CLEANFree
ING Free estimates
Column
753-5827
FREE kittens 436-2510
LICENSED for electric and
435-4358
gas
HANDYMAN Company.
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials. 474-8621.

MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. SHREDDED
MULCH, BOX BLADING,
TILLING.
ROTOR
753-6226, 753-4168.
MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560

Free to good
home. Adult
cat - yellow &
white.
Call 759-9215

County clerks may face acts of terrorism
By JENNIFER BROWN
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
County clerk Karen Mathews has
bulletproof glass in her office,
and her staff has panic buttons
with direct lines to 911 hidden
under their desks.
It's been that way since
Mathews, who now carries a gun,
was beaten and stabbed in 1994
for refusing to file bogus documents from an angry tax
protester.
Although such an attack is
rare, officials are Worried about
people who use public offices to
take revenge on judges, politicians- and others.
So-called paper terrorism is increasingly being used by antigovernment factions seeking to
advance a cause and individuals
who want to make someone's life
miserable. Document recorders
who spot and reject the bogus documents are sometimes targets as
well.
"At first I was perptexcd.
Who'd want to threaten a recorder?" said Ms. Mathews, the
elected clerk-recorder in Stanislaus County, Calif. "But recorders all over the country have become targets of groups ... with

misguided patriotism."
Ms. Mathews spoke Friday at a
seminar on bogus liens at Philadelphia's International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers.
Most paper terrorism involves
the filing of phony documents
making a claim on someone's
property because of an alleged
debt. Victims of fake liens sometimes don't find out for years,
and it can cause headaches.
In most cases a person cannot
obtain bank loans or sell property
until the filings are removed by a
judge, which takes time and can
cost money.
"About 75 percent are antigovernment protests. The rest are
lone-wolf types. For them, it's a
personal vendetta," said Ray
Specce, a Houston attorney who
helped initiate a Texas law increasing the punishment for filing
fake liens.
Recent incidents:
-A weeklong standoff last
month between members of the
separatist Republic of Texas and
federal agents was triggered
partly by two outstanding arrest
warrants for secessionist-group
leader Richard McLaren, one accusing him of filing bogus liens.

-A Philadelphia man filed
property liens against 10 Pennsylvania judges, some for up to
S800 million each, as retaliation
for having to serve a year in jail
on an assault conviction that was
later overturned. The liens were
removed six years later.
--Fifteen Missouri men were
convicted of filing S10.8 million
in bogus liens against a judge
who refused to overturn a speeding ticket.
-An Oklahoma City couple
wanted for $75,(X)0 in back taxes
was arrested last year for filing
$7 million in bogus liens against
IRS agents assigned to their case.
In Texas, it's often hard to spot
false documents in the thousands
of daily filings, Speece said. California officials catch atvut one
bogus lien a month, Ms. Mathews
said. Telltale signs can alert
recorders.
"There's always a word or
phrase that tips it off as fake,"
Speece said.
Among them arc no zip codes
in an address, "united states" in
lower-case, frequent use of Latin
phrases or a comma between the
first and last name "because they
believe the surname is the slave
name the government uses to

label people," Speece said.
Legislation is pending to increase penalties for filing false
liens in several Western states,
including Wyoming,.Colorado,
Oklahoma, South Dakota and
California.
In Friday's seminar, about 40
county "officials said they were
facing lawsuits by antigovernment groups whose requests for liens were rejected. A
handful more said they had been
physically threatened.
Ms. Mathews was targeted by
the anti-tax group Juris Christian
Assembly after she refused to remove a valid tax lien against a
member of the group. Prosecutors
said she also angered the group
by refusing to file phony liens
against IRS workers.
She received threatening phone
calls, found a fake bomb in her
car, and got a letter with a bullet
in it in the mail before her January 1994 attack.
Her attacker, Roger Steiner of
Baker, Ore., pointed an unloaded
pistol at Ms. Mathews' head and
repeatedly pulled the trigger. He
was convicted last month.
During the beating, she said
her attacker repeatedly yelled at
her, "Do your job! Record our
dOcuments!"

Georgia gov ends dropout campai
ATLANTA (AP)- Gov. Zell
Miller has dropped his plan to
call high school dropouts at home
to convince them to get their
diplomas.
Miller outlined the plan in December, but last week said he had
dropped it because educators, legislators and even members of
his staff questioned whether the
brusque ex-Marine .had the right
touch to pull it off.
"They saw it as an intrusion.
They think it would be all right
for a nicer governor," said

Miller, who has a reputation for
being intolerant of the foibles Of
others.
"Even my staff, who knows
me pretty well, said I shouldn't
do it."
Miller had also proposed paying "bounty hunters" to seek out
dropouts, but state lawmakers
scrapped the plan.
As for the telephone calls, critics had plenty of complaints.
"Once they've dropped out,
there are lot more things you
have to fix to get them back into

the system and a phone call probably wouldn't do it," said Cathy
Henson, president of the
360,000-member Georgia Congress of Parents and Teachers.
She also wondered whether a

call from Miller would sway a
tecn-agcr.
"They might be more impressed by a call from a rock star
or a baseball player," she said.

DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES
PADA
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

People
use
MDA
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ahelp
&ADA helps P40
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'Titanic' makes sweep
with five Tony Awards
NEW YORK (AP) - Can
Tony float "Titanic"?
That's the question Broadway
is asking after the show with the
season's most unlikely subject
matter - the famous 1912 sea
disaster - won five 1997 Tony
Awards Sunday, including best
musical.
The $10 million production,
plagued by technical problems
before its premiere, opened to
mixed notices and tepid but
slowly rising ticket sales.
The musical reportedly needed
an infusion of another million
dollars after its opening to keep
running until the Tonys held at
Radio City Music Hall.
"Titanic" also picked up
prizes for its composer-lyricist
Maury Yeston, author Peter
Stone, set designer Stewart Laing
and orchestrator Jonathan Tunick.
Best play honors went to "The
Last Night of Ballyhoo," Alfred
Uhry's remembrances of growing
up in a Jewish household in 1939
Atlanta.
"Titanic" was a surprise winner during a smooth-running
awards ceremony, which featured
a genial Rosie O'Donnell as host.
The televised ceremony offered
few other unexpected winners.
As expected, the critically acclaimed revival of Kander and
Ebb's "Chicago" also won big,
taking six awards, more than any
other show. Besides winning as
best musical-revival, it took the
top musical performance prizes
- for stars Bebe Neuwirth and
James Naughton; director, Walter
Bobbie; choreographer, Ann
Reinking, and lighting, Ken
Billington.
Reinking, who also stars in the
show, provided one of the evening's emotional highlights. "This
one's for you Bobby," she said
tearfully, saluting the late Bob
Fosse, the show's original director and choreographer.
Another big winner was the revival of Henrik 'Ibsen's classic
"A Doll's House." The play received four major prizes including awards for its star, Janet
McTeer, who plays the petulant
Nora, and Owen Teale, who portrays her domineering husband.

The production, imported from
London, was named best playrevival of the year and its director, Anthony Page, was also
honored.
"The Life," expected to be the
main competition for "Titanic,"
had to settle for two featured
musical awards - for performers
Chuck Cooper and Lillias White
who portray sleazy denizens of
early 1980s Times Square.
Christopher Plummer, named
best actor for his title performance in "Barrymore," poked
fun at the many thanks given out
by award winners.
"I resolutely refuse to thank
my mother," Plummer said,
He did thank "Jack Barrymore
(whom he plays), Ethel and
Lionel (Barrymore) who long ago
showed us impressionable youngsters how magical the theater can
be."
Lynne Thigpen, who portrays a
black Jewish feminist in Wendy
Wasserstein's play "An American Daughter," picked up the
featured, or supporting, actress
award.
"If you haven't seen us. We're
good," she said, in the evening's
most direct sales pitch.
"Candide," a lavish revival ot
the Leonard Bernstein musical.
had to settle for only one prize -Judith Dolan, for costume design.
The evening's biggest loser
was "Steel Pier," a new Kander
and Ebb musical, which was
nominated for 11 Tonys and
didn't win a single award.
Not that that Tonys are an indication of what theater-goers find
popular.
"Steel Pier" can take comfort
from another Kander and Ebb
creation - the original production of "Chicago" - which in
1976 was nominated for 10 Tony
Awards but shut out in every
category. The revival has been
playing to packed houses 21
years later.
The Tony Awards, which were
first given in 1947, are administered by the American Theater
Wing, a theater service organization. Winners are chosen by more
than 760 theater journalists and
professionals.
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
June 3, 1997:
You are determined to create more
for yourself this year. Take time
alone to center yourself. You receive
an onslaught of information, putting you on overload. Your ability to
get to the root of problems is very
high. As a result of all this soulsearching, you perceive things in an
entirely different manner.You might
consider going back to school,to gain
more expertise in your field. Travel
is a strong possibility. If you are
single, you will meet interesting
people, though you need to sort
through the options. Be careful; you
might meet someone who is emotionally unavailable. Ifattached,you
need more private time as a couple.
TAURUS is an anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Whatever ailed you yesterday changes dramatically by the end
of the day. You are high-voltage
material,and interested in progress.
Further your cause; don't settle for
less. Your energy can break past
restrictions. A loved one distracts
you. Tonight: Have a good time.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Vitality is high, and you
have a strong sense of direction. You
won't want to do anything halfway.
A child or love relationship becomes
your focus; be willing to put in that
extra effort. You feel empowered by
a boss and a business proposition.
Tonight: Step into the limelight.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take a back seat. Reconsider a
decision. News comes forward that
allows you to make changes on a
more profound level. A family member pitches in. Confusion touches
you; sort through the data you receive. Tonight: Take a night off.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** By taking a direct stand,
your desires become clear. A friend
responds.Reach out for another,and
discuss money. Decipher mixed messages.The unexpected occurs with a
long-term goal. Your flexibility
makes you a winner. Tonight: Be
where the gang is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Make a statement, or asstune a leadership position. You don't
have to take seriouslyeverything an
associate does.Your light spirit helps
clear up a misunderstanding. You

feel good about a financial investment. Tonight: Head out and abouL
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Read between the lines, and
understand an investment. New
beginnings are possible, if you de
tach. Work options abound, though
a choice confuses you. Make a long.distance call, touch base with others
and resolve differences of opinioh
Tonight: Go to the movies.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22
***** Discussions with a partner
help you understand your options
Together, you are a strong foro,.
Instincts are right on regarding a
money investment. Creativity, ti:r.
Cation and love mix. You might not
realize how much another cares
Tonight: Make dinner for two.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Let others call the shot*
Think through a friendship. You
come from a solid point of view.
Revamp plans,and don't let another
confuse you. Make a 'must" appearance. Family members need additional attention. Tonight: Accept an
enticing invitation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***Emphasize productivity. Make
what you want happen. Develop a
stronger image, and be direct about
what you want.Communications are
excessive; you might need to screen
your calls. Business needs to take a
high priority. Tonight: Work late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be direct in your choices.
You are full ofideas that could make
you money and increase your productivity. Be direct with a partner
about your expectations. Finances
play a big role in your decisions. Do
not be distracted; keep your eye on
the goal. Tonight: Have a ball!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20zFeb. 18)
*** Be optimistic, and make a
choice that benefits you. A family
member offers something that is
hard to refuse. Be sure of yourself
One-to-one relating is important in
making a decision. You could be
confused by the amount of information you are receiving. Tonight:Stay
at home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your determination makes a
big difference in what happens with
a loved one. Express what is on your
mind. How you viesiii an incident is
subject to change a4 a result of news.
Let a partner take a more dominant
role in a decision. Tonight: Go to a
favorite spot!
BORN TODAY
Actor Tony Curtis (1925), singersongwriter Curtis Mayfield (1942),
actor Scott Valentine (1958)
* **
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LOOKING BACK

Tea years ago
National Museum of Boy Scouts of America, Murray, opened
June 1 for its Phase Two Season.
Suzanne Pitman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman of
Murray, was named as 1987
Purchase District Fair Beauty Pageant Queen at Mayfield.
Michael Pitman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.). Pitman of Murray,
received his Juris Doctor degree
from the University of Kentucky
College of Law on May 9.
Births reported include a boy
to Donna and Michael Eaves, a
boy to Patty and David Coker, a
girl to Sharon and Mark Fritz,
and a girl to Sherry and Edward
Whelan, May 28.
Twenty years ago
Roy Stewart, longtime coach
and athletic director of Murray
State University, was inducted
into the Ohio Valley Conference
Hall of Fame at a meeting at
Johnson City, Tenn. The OVC
headquarters will be moved to
Nashville, Tenn.
Murray High School had commencement exercises for 181 seniors on May 31 at Ty Holland
Stadium. Dr. Ray Reeves, MHS
principal, was speaker.
Shown in separate pictures are
Fred Kemp with two five-pound
bass caught out of Blood River;
Donnie and Bbuddy Boyd with
basket of 94 slab crappie at Barkley Lake; Don Curd with
15-pound stringer of bass at Lake
Barkley; and Terry Yarbrough
with seven-pound four-ounce
largemouth bass.
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DEAR DR. D.: I vote with
your fiancé. Your friends and
family already know that he is a
judge and you have a Ph.D.
The wedding is about the two
of you becoming husband and
wife — not judge and doctor.
After the wedding you'll have
the rest of your lives to be addressed as judge and doctor.
***

DEAR ABBY: I am the director
of nursing at a nursing home in Oklahoma City. I recently received a
phone call from a woman who asked
for the name of a resident who had
no family members living. I asked
her why, and she explained the following:
Her mother had been in a nursing home for the last few years of
her life. The caller had worked in
nursing homes and had seen firsthand that many residents had no

wri

South dealer.
ner to bid them.
North-South vulnerable.
Against six clubs,the Canadian
NORTH
West(Subhash Gupta)decided that
+2
his best chance to get two tricks was
J10
1062
63
to try to get a heart ruff. Since this
•
required his partner to be on lead at
4. A Q 8 7 2
trick two, he elected to lead the four
WEST
EAST
of diamonds, hoping to find East
3 9 8 -1
•K 10 7 6 5 with the ten!
—
The scheme should have miscarle 9 8 7 4 2
• A (4 .1 9 8 7 4
ried,since dummy was the one with
•5
+94
+3
the ten, but the unusual opening
SOUTH
lead caught declarer fast asleep.
South could have won the first trick
+AQ
with either the six or the ten, but
✓ A KQ5
•3
when he played dummy's deuce inK J 10 6 5
stead,an astonished Eastfound himThe bidding:
self winning the trick with the five!
South West
North East
East may have been flabber
Dble
1+
Pass
5+
gasted, but he certainly was not
paralyzed. After the five held the
6+
Opening lead — four of diamonds.
trick, it did not take him long to
One of the great attractions of figure out what to do next.
Since his partner had obviously
bridge is its intrinsic 'ability to generate a steady supply of unexpected gone to great lengths to try to put
situations. For example, imagine him on lead, there had to be a reahow East must have felt at the end sonable explanation. And the only
of the first trick on this deal, which conclusion East could reach that
occurred in a match between Canada made any sense was that West was
trying to get a heart ruff.
and Bermuda.
The heart return was duly
The bidding requires some explana tion.The Bermuda South's club trumped by West at trick two, and
bid guaranteed 16 points or more declarer quickly went down -one. At
but said nothing whatever about the other table, there were no fancy
clubs as a suit. West's five club over- shenanigans and declarer bid and
call also had nothing at all to do with made six clubs, giving the Canadiclubs, but instead showed very long ans a gain of1,470 points — 16IMPs
diamonds and instructed his part
— on the deal.
Tomorrow: Protecting every possibility.
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one to visit or care about them
After her mother died, on Mother's
Day, rather than leaving flowers at
the grave, she chose to give them to
one of those residents in need Shesaid it had always given her a warm
feeling to brighten up someone's
life, and she felt her mother would
applaud her decision. She never
leaves her name; she just signs the
card, "Hope you have a great day."
The resident never knows who sent
the flowers.
I thought this was a wonderful
idea, and chose someone I thought
would appreciate the bouquet. This
gesture so warmed me that I'm
sharing it with you in the hope that
you'll share it with others. Please do
not print my name.
ANONYMOUS.,IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR ANONYMOUS: What a
lovely idea. I'm pleased to pass
it along to my readers.
'*4

DEAR ABBY: In this day of
many divorces and remarriages involving children and the attending
problems of blended families, I
thought you might find a positive
note refreshing.
Nine years ago, IL Tarried a man
who had three daughters from an
earlier marriage. I had three sons
and a daughter. They were all
young adults, and we were a little
uneasy about the outcome of the
blended families.
I am proud to say that everything has worked out beautifully.
Why? Because all our children loved
us enough to do everything they
could to ensure that we found happiness with our new spouse.
How could we not love each
other's children for caring so much?
Love begets love when you let it. We
feel so rich, not financially, but
where it counts the most.
CAROL OSBORNE,
DOWNINGTOWN,PA.
P.S. Keep up the good work with
your sensible, compassionate, and
realistic advice.
***

For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a business-sized, seltaddressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 i$4.50 in
Canada)to; Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris. III. 610540447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT:.During a recent
exam, I was found to have a slightly
elevated liver enzyme. Because I
enjoy one cocktail at night and a glass
of red wine at dinner, my doctor suggested that I cut out the coattail
Repeat blood tests showed a normal
liver enzyme. Must I also stop drinking the wine I enjoy so much?
DEAR READER: Alcohol is detoxified by the liver. When the amount
imbibed is significant (more than one
or two cocktails per day). the liver
may leak enzymes into the bloodstream. These enzymes can be mea
sured. The amount reflects the degree
to which the liver is stressed, or — in
heavy drinkers —damaged.
Evidently, you had a mild abnormality that was corrected when you
stopped drinking hard liquor. At present, the amount of wine you consume
CROSSWORDS
does not appear to be affecting liver
40 The sun
function. Moreover, as I'm sure you "
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I think that I am
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26 Old pronoun
to Coumadin, which my doctor
27 Rob of
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mARog
prescribed because I have atrial fibril1 Barrel iabbr )
'Melrose
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lation and a history of "mini-stroke."
2 Swiss canton
Place.
3 Informer
When I take Coumadin, I get a pur28 Wide shoe
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4 Longed (for(
9 Las—. N.M.
size
plish rash on my body several weeks
one
10 Foundation
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later. Do I really need the drug?
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33 Mad—'
DEAR READER: Because people
23 Invitation
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with atrial fibrillation (irregular
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18 Now I — me
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pulse) are at higher risk for stroke.
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allergic to Coumadin. In theory, it
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may actually be an improper dose of
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You could be especially susceptible to
the effects of Coumadin and may
require daily doses well below the
average of 5 milligrams.
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DEAR ABBY. My fiancé and I
are planning an August wedding,
and we're working on the exact
wording of the ceremony. He is a
judge and I have a Ph.D. in education. We've worked hard for these
degrees and titles and are proud of
them.
At the end of the ceremony when
the presentation is made, instead of
the usual,"I present to you Mr. and
Mrs. i blank )," I thought maybe it
could be, "I present to you Judge
and Doctor (blank)."
My fiancé says this is too pretentious..1 agree that it's pretentious,
but I prefer to be called "Doctor" rather than "Mrs." Abby, what do you
think'?
As it is, we'll go with Mr. and
Mrs.. but I wonder if you see any
other solution here?
DR. D. IN ARCADIA
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 2, the 153rd day of 1997. There are 212
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 2, 1897, responding to rumors that he was dying or perhaps even dead, humorist Mark Twain, 61, was quoted by the New
York Journal in London as saying that "the report of my death was an
exaggeration."
On this date:
In 1851, Maine became the first state to enact a law prohibiting
alcohol.
In 1886, President Cleveland married Frances Folsom in a White
House ceremony.(To date, Cleveland is the only president to marry in
the Executive Mansion while in office.)
In 1924, Congress granted U.S. citizenship to all American Indians.
In 1941, baseball's "Iron Horse," Lou Gehrig., died in New York
of a degenerative disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
In 1946, the Italian monarchy was abolished in favor of a republic.
In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II of Britain was crowned in Westminster
Abbey, 16 months after the death of her father, King George VI.
In 1966, the U.S. space probe Surveyor I landed on the moon and
began transmitting detailed photographs of the lunar surface.
In 1975, Vice President Nelson Rockefeller said his commission
had found no widespread pattern of illegal achy ities at the Central
Intelligence Agency.
In 1979, Pope John Paul II arrived in his native Poland on the first
visit by a pope to a Communist country.
In 1995, a U.S. Air Force F-16C was shot down by Bosnian Serbs
while on a NATO air patrol in northern Bosnia; the pilot, Capt. Scott
F. O'Grady, was rescued six days later.
Ten years ago: President Reagan announced he was nominating
economist Alan Greenspan to succeed Paul Volcker as chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board.
Five years ago: Bill Clinton officially clinched the Democratic presidential nomination as he won the six final primaries of the campaign.
In California, Democrats Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer were
nominated to twin U.S. Senate seats. Danish voters rejected the Maastricht union treaty.
One year ago: "Rent," "Bring in 'da Noise, Bring in 'da Funk"
and "The King and I" dominated the 1996 Tony Awards, each winning four prizes.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Milo O'Shea is 71. Actress Sally Kellerman is 60. Actor Stacy Keach is 56. Rock musician Charlie Watts is
56. Singer William Guest (Gladys Knight & The Pips) is 56.
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Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Ronnie R. Bazzell
and Army Pvt. Thomas D. Burkeen are now stationed at Fort
Knox.
Kathy Rayburn, daughter of
Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn, has been
selected as "Outstanding Senior"
at Murray University School.
"Mr. and Mrs. William Caldwell left May 30 to live in Columbus, Ohio. We hate to see nice
folks like the Caldwells leave
Murray," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Approximately 300 persons attended the review of the book,
The Thread That Runs So True
by Jesse Stuart, given by Mrs.
Harlan Hodges at Calloway
County Public Library on May
29.
Forty years ago
Airman Bermon Donelson, son
of L.O. Donelson, has completed
basic military training at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Marianne Wolfson, daughter of
Dr. Alfred Wolfson of Murray,
was initiated into Sigma Xi, national scientific honorary sorority, at Washington University, St.
Louis, Mo. She is enrolled in the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at the university.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Elvis Vick, a girl to-Mr.
and Mrs. Neal York, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Hale, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Usrey, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scates
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Women across west Kentucky and northwest Tennessee are invited to Murray,Ky.for a
special day -- Women's Health Day! Women's Health Services of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is joining efforts with the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs to
present Women's Health Day on Saturday,June 21.
The event will be held at the Curris Center at Murray State University from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"Despite our hectic schedules, women need to take time for ourselves and learn about our
health. We are excited about this fun and informative day planned just for women,"says Martha
Andrus,Governor of the First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
"We expect to draw a large crowd from .across the region. The presenters of our programs
are all females who are professionals in their r4ective fields. They will cover a wide variety of
healthcare topics. There will be something for everyone," she adds.

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2467
('502) 762-1100

The lollo%%ing topics %s ill 1)c .1‘

in ()tic of the ti‘c svssitms:

Eating on the Run
Managing Stress
Eating Disorders
Tired of Being Tired?
Time for a Heart to Heart
Exercise Smart, Not Hard
Positive Parenting in the 90's
Diabetes and You
Health Strategies for Women
Stop Dieting and Gain Control of Your Health
All Children are Special,But some have Special Needs

Headaches and Migraines
Common Gynecological Problems
Living with Arthritis
Life after 50
Skin Care 101
Plumbing Problems
Light and Healthy Cooking
Dealing with Change
Living with Loss - Death or Divorce

During lunch,the keynote speaker will be Susan Caro,RNC,MSN,who will discuss"What's
NEWS in Breast Cancer."Caro serves on the faculties of Belmont and Vanderbilt Universities, both in
Nashville.
Preregistration for Women's Health Day is required by Friday, June 6; however,early
registrationis encouraged to ensure availability. A $10 registration fee covers the cost of lunch and all
other program fees. Call now to receive your free brochure at(502)762-1384 or 1-800-342-6224.
Home Care Services is having an open house on Sunday,June 8
from I to 3 p.m. at their offices at Ninth and Poplar Streets. Everyone is
encouraged to stop by and see the renovated and expanded Home Care
Services building. Other invited guests include U.S. Congressman Ed
Whitfield, State Senator Jeff Green and State Representative Freed Curd.
Whitfield,Green and Curd have been invited to
speak on the current
issues regarding home
health.and Medicare
beginning at 1:30 p.m.
Guests will be invited to
tour the new facility and
enjoy refreshments.
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HOME CARE
SERVICES

A Service OfMurray-Calloway County Hospital

Call for a FREE Physician Directory

Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Education Meeting: June 10
support Group Meeting: June 24
4:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room
! or information about Alzheimer's Disease
rTieetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,
502) 762-1108 or Joretta Randolph,
. -02) 753-5561. Shared Care, adult day
it, vvill sit with Alzheimer's clients while
regivers attend this meeting. Call Susan
iunkett, LPN at (502) 753-0576. Shared
Care Adult Day Center is also open
'flon. - Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., providing
•aspite for caregivers and supervised
ictivities for clients at Weaks Community
Center. 607 Poplar Street.

Bereavement Support
Thursday. June 12. 9:30 a.m.
Suite 283-W of the Medical Arts Building
Contact Kathy Culbert. RN at
(502) 762-1485

Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, June 5, 7 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Martha Andrus at (502) 753-3862

Cancer Support
Group Meetings:Tuesdays, June 3 and 17
3 p.m. in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn, MSN and
Clinical Specialist, (502) 762-1447

Cardiac Support
Tuesday, June 10, 10 a.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
'A -Time of Sharing'
_participants can share their personal
experiences. Contact Shirley Lynch, RN,
(502) 762-1170.

Compassionate Friends
Thursday, June 26, 7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact: Director of Pastoral Care and
Counseling. Mike Rumble, (502) 762-1274
or Hilda Bennett,(901) 498-8324.

Depression Support Group
Wednesdays, June 4 & 18, 10:30 a.m.
Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS
(502) 762-1485

Epilepsy Support
Monday,June 16,5:30 p.m.
Shared Care at Weaks Community Center,
607 Poplar Street
Contact Denise Satterwhite, RN,
(502) 762-1537

Community Events

HE KNOWS THE RIGHT DOCTOR FOR YOU

A free day camp for children with diabetes will be held

Saturday, July 12 from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Murray City
Park. The camp, called Camp Hava-Lota-Fun, is for schoolage children who have diabetes. Pre-schoolers can participate if accompanied by a parent. Preregistration is required by
July 7. Contact Ann Ingle at (502) 762-1490 or Suzanne
Seeley at (502) 762-1553, or toll free at 1-800-342-6224 for
registration and medical forms that must be completed.
It will provide participants an opportunity to learn more
about diabetes and come together for a day of fun activities.
Sponsors of the camp include: Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Western Baptist Hospital, Murray Family YMCA and
Diabetes Taking Control Support Group in cooperation with
Tri-State Association of Diabetic Educators.
Staffing for the event will include nurses, dietitians, YMCA
staff, physicians and community volunteers. Appropriate
meals and snacks, as well as materials for games will be ,
provided.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure,pulse, vision
and glaucoma screenings at allofits
stops during the month ofJune.
A StoolFor Occult Blood
Screening Kit is alsc available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease.
If you are experiencing symptoms, you shouldsee yourphysician.
Tuesday, June 3
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday,June 4
• Murray
Weaks Community Center
10:30- 2:00 p.m.
Thursday, June 12
Murray
Post Office
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday,June 17
Puryear, Tenn.
Senior Citizens' Center

8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Whitlock, Tenn.
Johnny Lees' Grocery
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 18
• Murray

-Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes
listed below. Preregistration is required for all classes and
fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and preregistration, call:
(502) 762-1425 or 1-800-342-6224.
Preregister for:
• June Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., June 2, 9, 16 & 23; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., June 5, 12, 19 & 26; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher Mon., June 9 & 16; 7 - 9 p.m.
Thurs., June 12 & 19; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., June 17, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
• July Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., July 7, 14, 21, 28; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., July 10, 17, 24, a1; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher Mon., July 14 & 21; 7 - 9 p.m.
Thurs., July 17 & 24; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., July 15, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Sibling Class:
Tuesday, July 8, 7 - 8 p.m., Private Dining Room
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Court Square

8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, June 19
Murray
Duncan's Grocery
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
East-Y Grocery
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday,June 24
Paris, Tenn.
Wal-Mart
9:00 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Wednesday, June 25
Murray
Olympic Plaza

8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Thursday, June 26
Draffenville
Ponderosa
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Blood River Baptist Assoc. Bldg.
1:00- 3:00 p.m.

1

